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Let’s ride towards new horizons.
PEARL iZUMi has a rich history as a cycling apparel brand. Since 1964 it has spared no  

expense in improving itself, in reinventing itself. In doing so, it is crucial to reflect on the 

journey you have already taken while keeping an eye on the destination you’ve set for  

yourself. PEARL iZUMi has recently been plotting that route under the wings of United 

Sports Brands, which has acquired the Japanese cycling clothing brand. A promising  

takeover, but what exactly does it entail?

 

United Sports Brands is a House of Brands, which brings together a carefully selected 

group of sports brands of international stature. KT Tape, McDavid, Nathan, Shock Doctor  

and Spalding will be joined by PEARL iZUMi and that will come with a lot of benefits for  

the cycling apparel brand.

 

Located in the beating heart of Europe, United Sports Brands Europe always has its finger 

on the pulse of what’s happening in the many countries where it’s present. In Geel, Belgium, 

you’ll find both their warehouse, from which shipments are sent to customers all over the 

continent, and their brand-new headquarters, which houses specialists in design,  

marketing, and sales, to name a few.

 

The future looks bright for PEARL iZUMi and the first step of these new beginnings is this 

catalogue, presenting our brand-new collections for 2023. Collections we are very proud of 

and which will offer the first outfits of this exciting ride. Are you joining us? There’s a  

beautiful ride waiting for us.
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(breɪk əˈweɪ)    
verb 

To separate oneself from a larger crowd or group

Cyclists are predestined to break away. This neverending urge is fueled by the  

freedom their two-wheeled companion offers, being soaked up by the ever-changing  

surroundings and the freeing sensation of looking at everyday life from afar.

 

At PEARL iZUMi, we know how inspiring and empowering these adventures can be. 

How freeing it is to break free from all distractions and to enjoy the sheer focus on your 

legs, your bike and your direct surroundings. It’s just part of our shared DNA.

 

That’s why we want to do everything we can to support you on your bike rides, short 

and long, by providing you with just the right gear. Let us take care of the tiniest details 

of your outfits, so you can take in the stunning details the scenery has to offer.

BREAK AWAY
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PEARL iZUMi has been at the storefront of developing high-performance cycling apparel for more 

than 60 years. Back in 1983, we introduced the first synthetic chamois. Then in 2002, we unveiled 

the first multi-density 3D chamois design that will help you ride further in unrivaled comfort.

PEARL iZUMi is one of only a handful of cycling apparel companies that designs it’s own chamois, 

rather than selecting them from a manufacturer’s catalog. The ability to design and prototype  

in-house gave us the freedom to reimagine how a chamois should function. And it was our  

imagination, accessed during the trance-like mind state on a ride, that led to this latest innovation. 
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Smooth Linear  
Support
 

Most high-performance chamois use  

multiple densities of foam to provide the best 

balance of support and comfort, but none of 

them provide linear suspension.  

Until now. Our new Next Gen Suspension 

Core smoothly progresses from supporting  

stable pedalling loads to 4x as much force. 

Test riders noted that this new chamois  

design gave them a feeling of being  

suspended over the saddle, of floating over 

bumps, potholes and road chatter, and so  

the Levitate name was born.

All Day Comfort
 

Nobody wants to feel their sitbones after hours in the saddle. And you won’t with the 

Levitate. The same elements that create a more linear feel also result in lower peak 

pressures under the rider. That’s because suspending the rider is made possible by 

distributing pressures over a wider area. Which means you’ll feel better during the 

ride, after, and the next day when you get back on the bike. 
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For years riders have benefited from center line pressure reducing saddles.  

Our new Levitate chamois takes this to the next level with the Dynamic Relief Channel, 

which maintains it’s pressure relieving shape no matter how the chamois bends and 

flexes under the rider. You’ll feel support where you want it and nothing where you don’t. 
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The best chamois dissapear while you’re riding. That 

means our goal is to make sure you don’t feel anything, 

including transitions from firm to soft or thick to thin.  

Instead of using heat to mold edges, we carefully cut 

away excess material to reduce bulk and create a 

smooth taper that blends seamlessly. All you’ll feel is 

supportive comfort. 
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To make sure this critical layer is between you 

and your bike we’ve updated the shape. Our test riders 

asked for a wider front to accomodate those situations where  

you’re not sitting perfectly on the saddle. And the sitting area is extended 

forward to effectively increase the widt without making the chamois wider. 

You’ll feel like the chamois is always in the right spot. 

Chamois solve two problems: damping road  

imperfections and reducing pedaling friction. 

Our 1:1 Boundry Layer is the enemy of friction.  

It moves with you dynamically and quickly 

wicks moisture off your skin to keep you dry. 

And to help it perfectly match your body, the 

Suspension Core is attached just at the front 

and rear, so that the two layers can move  

independently. It’ll take such good care of 

your skin that you might even be able to  

skip the awkward chamois cream ritual. 
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Innovation isn’t reserved for just the highest end products, our new base  

Levitate chamois delivers a premium ride experience too. We’ve increased 

comfort with medium support that performs as well as most multi-density  

designs on the market. And it benefits from the same Infinite Edge and  

Dynamic Relief Channel designs as the PRO. Hours into a ride you still  

experience the support. 
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CHAMOIS RIDE QUALITY IS ALL ABOUT  
USABLE COMPRESSION.

• The support threshold is where the chamois starts to support your body weight.

• The dynamic load point is how far you settle into the chamois while pedaling. 

• A larger support compression zone below the dynamic load point offers a smoother ride.

• When a chamois reaches full compression, it is effectively bottomed out. 
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Technology
PEARL iZUMi proprietary

Barrier GoFresh™

Transfer BioViz®

WxB In-R-Cool®

AmFIB® PI Dry®

Thermal

Our Barrier fabrics provide lightweight, breathable 

wind protection. They are typically combined with a 

durable water repellent (DWR) technology to offer 

enough water  shedding performance to protect 

you from brief rain showers, with better packability 

and breathability than a truly waterproof fabric. 

Our GoFresh provides odor control by helping to 

prevent bacteria growth in fabrics during and after 

exercise. We use only natural anti-bacterial tech or  

natural fiber blends, so the fabrics are safe for your 

skin and the planet. After your ride, just hang the 

garments to dry and it will be ready to go at least one 

more lap. Ride. Hang. Repeat. 

Our Transfer fabrics are made with technical fibers 

designed to transport perspiration away from your 

body to promote faster evaporation, helping you 

stay cool and dry. Perfect for warm to hot days, and 

against the skin as part of a layering system for 

cooler conditions.

BioViz is a proprietary hi-visibility system designed to 

leverage human biology to make it easier for drivers 

to see fluorescent colors and strategically placed 

reflective elements to demand the viewer’s attention. 

Our standards ensure riders are not only seen, but 

seen with enough time for drivers to react safely. 

Our WxB fabrics are designed for consistent rain. 

They use waterproof/breathable membranes and 

taped seams to create a watertight seal, yet still 

allow perspiration to escape so you are less likely to 

overheat or feel chilled from sweat. 

Our In-R-Cool technology helps keep you cool when 

the mercury rises, so you can perform better and 

be more comfortable in hot conditions. It boosts the 

natural cooling properties of our technical Transfer 

fabrics without changing the look or feel. 

Our AmFIB softshell fabrics combine breathable 

protection from wind and water with lofted fibers 

to retain body heat, for ideal winter or cool-wet 

performance. These fabrics are not fully waterproof 

to prioritize breathability, so we can create garments 

that provide consistent comfort and minimize  

layering adjustments.

Our PI Dry technology provides water shedding 

performance at the fiber level, allowing us to create 

knit and woven fabrics that repel water regardless 

of how much they stretch. Water rolls off, keeping 

you warmer, dryer, and lighter. And the best part 

is, it lasts longer than typical DWR’s delivering full 

performance even after 100 washes. 

Our Thermal fabrics provide consistent warmth  

during aerobic activities. They use lofted  

moisture-moving technical fibers to retain warm 

air and keep you dry. Garments made with Thermal 

fabrics can be worn as an outer layer for cool  

conditions, or as a mid-layer on the coldest days. 
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Technology
Our Partners

ECOloftPOLARTEC® 
Alpha®

POLARTEC® 
Neoshell®

POLARTEC® 
Delta®

The first post-consumer reclycled product 

that also incorporates bio-based materials 

for innovative, breakthrough insulation. 

Alpha active insulation is engineered for 

consistent warmth while allowing greater 

breathability during aerobic activities like 

cycling. It’s engineered to regulate comfort 

in changing conditions and also feels great 

next-to-skin. 

Neoshell provides the performance of a 

weather protective fabric, while still allowing 

dynamic air exchange . Unlike traditional  

waterproof/breathable membranes,  

Neosheel is breathable before you begin to 

overheat, making it ideal for cycling. 

D30 offers the thinnest and most advanced 

protection against impact. It’s flexible to move 

with your body until impact, when it firms up 

to disperse the energy of the blow, making it 

perfect for riders who want to push their limits. 

Delta is a next-to-skin fabric that better 

utilizes the body’s natural cooling  

process-sweat. It works more efficiently by 

elevating touch-points for increased airflow, 

faster moisture dispersal, and reduced  

wet-cling. It’s ideal for hot weather riding. 

PrimaLoft® Gold with cross-core technology. 

Thanks to ultra-light Aerogel particles, this 

insulation allows us to get amazing thermal 

performance with the least amount of material 

and lowest bulk. 
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Pro
The culmination of six decades of creating innovative cycling 

gear, our PRO series is made for road cyclists who mean real 

business. This premium line delivers everything you’ve come 

to expect from our innovative design, sustainable materials, 

unmatched riding comfort, and performance. Go with PRO 

when it counts the most.

ROAD
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11122101

PRO MESH JERSEY
Forged in the heat of competition, the PRO Jersey is

the ideal performance top to push your limits in hot

and humid weather. The airy, high-stretch PRO

Transfer Mesh fabric is enhanced with In-R-Cool® to

improve thermoregulation and keep you cooler, dryer

and more comfortable. This form fit top is designed

with wind-cheating features and modern touches,

including a low profile collar and longer sleeves.

GoFresh™ keeps the funk at bay and even allows this

jersey to be worn multiple times between washes, so

you’ll never have to ride without this favorite.

• PRO Transfer Mesh fabric is highly breathable and 

 quick drying

• Sleek, form fit design in a full featured jersey

• Constructed from 64% recycled polyester

11112201

PRO BIB SHORT
Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the

list, we paired our all new Levitate PRO Chamois

with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric to

create a bib short that you will choose for your

most important rides. Just seven carefully

engineered panels are used to minimize seaming

for a perfect contour to your body. Wide, laser-cut

bib straps provide a barely-there, yet supportive

fit. And raw edge hems create a smooth transition

from short to skin for a sleek, high-performance

look and feel, with a printed silicone gripper to

hold it securely in place even during hard efforts.

• Luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric balances 

 compression for ultimate comfort

• 10.5” inseam

11132204

PRO BARR JACKET
A jacket doesn’t have to be waterproof to keep a rider

comfortable in occasional rain. And if you can avoid a

jacket with a full waterproof membrane it will allow

extra breathability to keep it from feeling like a sauna

on the inside. With our PI Dry® technology, this

jacket sheds all but the worst of the rain, which

makes it perfect for anyone who wants a

weatherproof jacket with enough stretch to fit like the

rest of their kit. Thanks to its minimal bulk, it fits

easily in a jersey pocket when the sun emerges,

making it a great everyday long ride companion.

• Lightweight, high-stretch knit face fabric for a 

 close-to-body fit

• Made with recycled content

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXXL

Size:  S-XXL

Urban Sage - HD4 Dark Ink - 9PX

Black - 021

Screaming Red - 9EG

Black - 021 Dark Ink - 9PX

11132201

PRO NEOSHELL WXB 
JACKET
Most riders won’t reach for a rain jacket unless

it’s really raining, because most rain jackets can’t

deliver enough breathability to keep up with the

aerobic activity of cycling. Not so with the PRO

NeoShell. This next-generation rain jacket has the

feel, stretch and breathability of a softshell with

the weather-blocking force of a traditional rain

jacket, so you can wear it comfortably for cool

weather riding even when dry. It’s all thanks to

Polartec® NeoShell®, the world’s most breathable 

waterproof membrane. When the skies clear, it 

packs small enough to fit into a jersey pocket. This 

high-performance jacket underscores the value of 

great gear.

• Softshell feel with rain shell protection

Size:  S-XXL
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Black - 021

Screaming Yellow - 432

Screaming Yellow - 432

Dark Ink - 9PX Sunfire - HC9

11212201

W PRO BIB SHORT
Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the list,

we paired our all new Women’s Levitate PRO

Chamois with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric to

create a bib short that you will choose for your most

important rides. Our best-in-class drop-tail design

allows nature break convenience without the need for

zippers, clips, or adjustment. Just pull down and go.

Wide, laser-cut bib straps provide a barely-there, yet

supportive fit, and our chest clip allows you to choose

a center or side strap position for personalized

comfort. Raw edge hems create a smooth transition

from short to skin for a sleek, high-performance look

and feel, while a printed silicone gripper holds it

securely in place all day long.

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

11132007

ZEPHRR BARRIER VEST
The essential classic cycling vest updated with water- 

shedding performance. We pair ripstop nylon with a 

mesh back for the perfect amount of protection for a long 

descent or a cool day. Our exclusive PI Dry® technology 

allows the front panel to shed road spray or mist, and this 

piece will pack down to stow easily in a jersey pocket.

• Pedal to Zero™: Going by bike 10mi / 16km offsets  

 the climate impact of this garment

• Ripstop polyester fabric made from 100% recycled  

 material

• PI Dry® technology for permanent water-shedding  

 performance

• Open mesh rear panel for ventilation

• Two-way zipper allows ventilation from top or bottom

• Dual side hem cord locks to adjust fit at waist

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Standard fit

11232006

W ZEPHRR BARRIER VEST
The essential classic women’s cycling vest updated with  

water-shedding performance. We pair a ripstop polyester 

front with a mesh back for the perfect amount of protection 

for a long descent or a cool day. Our exclusive PI Dry®® 

technology allows the front panel to shed road spray or 

mist, and this piece will pack down to stow easily in a jersey 

pocket.

• Pedal to Zero™: Going by bike 10mi / 16km offsets the  

 climate impact of this garment

• Ripstop polyester fabric made from 100% recycled  

 material

• PI Dry®® technology for permanent water-shedding  

 performance

• Open mesh rear panel for ventilation

• Two-way zipper allows ventilation from top or bottom

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

11232203

W PRO BARR JKT
A jacket doesn’t have to be waterproof to keep a

rider comfortable in occasional rain. And if you

can avoid a jacket with a full waterproof

membrane it will allow extra breathability to keep

it from feeling like a sauna on the inside. With our

PI Dry® technology, this jacket sheds all but the

worst of the rain, which makes it perfect for

anyone who wants a weatherproof jacket with

enough stretch to fit like the rest of their kit.

Thanks to its minimal bulk, it fits easily in a jersey

pocket when the sun emerges, making it a great

everyday long ride companion.

• Lightweight, high-stretch knit face fabric for a 

 close-to-body fit

• Made with recycled content

Size:  XS-XXL Size:  S-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL
Size:  XS-XXL
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Attack
True dedication isn’t necessarily about competing in cycling 

races, it’s about constantly wanting to improve and challenging 

yourself. Whether you’re training for a specific event or you’re 

chasing new personal records, our Attack collection embodies 

the mindset you’ll need to up the pace. Always be on the front 

foot and go for an all-out ATTACK.

ROAD
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Arctic - 5SI

Screaming Red - 9EG

Arctic - 5SI

Urban Sage - HD4

Dark Spruce/Sunfire - HD8

Navy/Fuego Depth  - HS5

11122003

ATTACK JERSEY
Our classic Attack Jersey is now made from recycled

materials.

• Lightweight SELECT Transfer fabric made with 

 100% recycled polyester

• Three rear bellowed pockets

• Silicone print rear gripper to hold jersey in-place 

 in aggressive riding position

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Form fit

11122110

ATTACK THRM JERSEY
This is your daily driver for cool weather rides.

The Attack Thermal Jersey will keep you

comfortable during the shoulder seasons and,

when worn under your favorite cycling jacket, will

see you through deep winter training rides. We’ve

updated this popular jersey with more stretch,

thanks to our lightweight Transfer Thermal fleece

fabric that insulates without feeling bulky. Three

rear pockets hold ride essentials and a zippered

side pocket holds most smartphones.

• Lightweight Transfer Thermal fleece fabric 

 insulates without adding bulk

• Full-length zipper

• Three rear pockets for on-bike essentials

• Form fit with stretch for layering

11122005

ATTACK LS JERSEY
Our classic Attack Jersey is now made from

recycled materials.

• Lightweight SELECT Transfer fabric made with 

 100% recycled polyester

• Three rear bellowed pockets

• Silicone print rear gripper to hold jersey inplace 

 in aggressive riding position

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Form fit

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

11112005

ATTACK BIB SHORT
A cycling bib short that combines a sophisticated

look with sustainable performance.

• SELECT Transfer fabric made with recycled Nylon

• Reduced paneling and seams, plus raw-edge 

 bib straps, enhance comfort

• SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois provides 

 optimal moisture transfer and breathability

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 10.5” inseam length (size M)

• Form fit

Size:  S-XXL

Black - 021 Navy - 289
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11112008

ATTACK SHORT
A cycling short that combines a sophisticated look

with sustainable performance.

• SELECT Transfer fabric made with recycled Nylon

• Reduced paneling and seams enhance comfort

• SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois provides optimal 

 moisture transfer and breathability

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 10.5” inseam length (size M)

• Available in XXXL

• Form fit

11112301

ATTACK AIR BIB SHORT
We’ve amplified the performance of the iconic Attack

range with premium features that make a big difference 

during hot weather riding. Constructed from a lightweight, 

breathable 4-way stretch fabric, these bibs were made for 

high output efforts. The fabric features In-R-Cool®, a  

thermoregulating technology that’s triggered by the 

presence of sweat. When your core temperature rises, 

In-R-Cool works to boost your body’s natural cooling 

process until you’re dry, helping you stay in the comfort 

zone whether you’re sweltering under the sun or grinding 

it out on the trainer. Our new multi-density Levitate™ 

Plus chamois provides fine-tuned support hours in, so 

you can chase big objectives in comfort. Sleek detailing 

like raw-edge bib uppers, laser cut leg openings with 

silicone-printed grippers, and perforated venting on the 

lower back give these bibs an edge to take your riding to 

the next level.

11112003

ATTACK 3/4 BIB TIGHT
A cycling bib tight that combines a sophisticated look

with sustainable performance.

• SELECT Transfer fabric made with recycled Nylon

• Reduced paneling and seams, plus raw-edge bib 

 straps, enhance comfort

• SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois provides optimal 

 moisture transfer and breathability

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 18” inseam length (size M)

• Form fit

Size:  S-XXXL

Size:  S-XXL Size:  S-XXL

Black - 021 Navy - 289

Black - 021

Phantom - 6LR Sunfire - HC9

Urban Sage - HD4

Black - 021

11132102

ATTACK AMFIB LITE  
JKT
Windproof, water-resistant AmFIB® chest and arm  

panels with fleece insulation

• Zippered chest pocket holds most smartphones

• Three rear pockets for on-bike essentials

• DWR protection sheds water

• BioViz® reflective elements enhance low-light  

 visibility

• Form fit with stretch for layering

• Constructed from sustainably-sourced recycled  

 materials

Size:  S-XXL
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Screaming Yellow - 428

11132202

ATTACK WXB JKT
Don’t let wet weather hold you back. The Attack

WXB is fully waterproof with three-layer fabric

and taped seams, to block rain while remaining

breathable. This dedicated cycling jacket has

articulated arms for a great on-bike fit with a long

drop tail to shield your backside from road spray.

The two-way zipper makes it effortless to dump

heat quickly during long climbs and the packable

design makes it easy to stow in a jersey pocket

until the next downpour.

• Three-layer fabric for water protection and a 

 great next-to-skin feel

• Fully waterproof with taped seams

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment 

 sheds light precipitation

Size:  S-XXL

11222004

W ATTACK JERSEY
This sleek classic women’s cycling jersey is now

made with recycled water bottles.

• Lightweight SELECT  Transfer fabric made with 

 recycled water bottles

• Three rear bellowed pockets

• Silicone print rear gripper to hold jersey inplace 

 in aggressive riding position

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  XS-XXL

Dark Spruce  

- HD2

Ocean Blue Encore  

- HV3

11222109

W ATTACK THRM JRSY
This is your daily driver for cool weather rides. The

Women’s Attack Thermal Jersey will keep you

comfortable during the shoulder seasons and, when

worn under your favorite cycling jacket, will see you

through deep winter training rides. We’ve updated

this popular jersey with more stretch, thanks to our

lightweight Transfer Thermal fleece fabric that

insulates without feeling bulky. Three rear pockets

hold ride essentials and a zippered side pocket holds

most smartphones.

• Lightweight Transfer Thermal fleece fabric 

 insulates without adding bulk

• Full-length zipper

• Three rear pockets for on-bike essentials

• Form fit with stretch for layering

11222003

W ATTACK LS JERSEY
We’ve amplified the performance of the iconic 

Attack range with premium features that make a big 

difference during hot weather riding. Constructed 

from a lightweight, breathable 4-way stretch fabric, 

these bibs were made for high output efforts. The 

fabric features In-R-Cool®, a thermoregulating 

technology that’s triggered by the presence of 

sweat. When your core temperature rises, In-R-Cool 

works to boost your body’s natural cooling process 

until you’re dry, helping you stay in the comfort zone 

whether you’re sweltering under the sun or grinding 

it out on the trainer. Our new multi-density Levitate™ 

Plus chamois provides fine-tuned support hours in, 

so you can chase big objectives in comfort. Sleek 

detailing like raw-edge bib uppers, laser cut leg 

openings with silicone-printed grippers, and  

perforated venting on the lower back give these  

bibs an edge to take your riding to the next level.

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Dark Ink - 9PX

Brazen Lilac 

- HI6

Dark Spruce/  

Sunfire - HD8

Gulf Teal Depth 

- HP2

Screaming Red/ 

Dark Ink - H2W
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11212301

W ATTACK AIR BIB SHORT
We’ve amplified the performance of the iconic Attack 

range with premium features that make a big difference 

during hot weather riding. Constructed from a  

lightweight, breathable 4-way stretch fabric, these bibs 

were made for high output efforts. The fabric features  

In-R-Cool®, a thermoregulating technology that’s  

triggered by the presence of sweat. When your core 

temperature rises, In-R-Cool works to boost your body’s 

natural cooling process until you’re dry, helping you 

stay in the comfort zone whether you’re sweltering 

under the sun or grinding it out on the trainer. Our new 

women’s-specific multidensity Levitate™ Plus chamois 

provides finetuned support for hours, so you can chase 

big objectives in comfort. Sleek detailing like rawedge 

bib uppers, laser cut leg openings trimmed with  

silicone-printed grippers, and our signature women’s 

drop-tail design give these bibs an edge to take your 

riding to the next level.

11212005

W ATTACK BIB SHORT
Comfortably compressive SELECT Transfer fabric made 

with recycled Nylon

• Raw-Edge, compressive knit Transfer bib straps,  

 reduced seams for enhanced comfort

• Pass-through X-Back bib straps with drop-tail  

 design elegant nature break convenience

• Blended thickness Women’s SELECT Escape 1:1®  

 Chamois for chafe free comfort

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 8” inseam length (size M)

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021

Black - 021 Dark Ink - 9PX
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11212006

W ATTACK SHORT
The Women’s Attack Short brings performance

features to a value-priced piece for your everyday

riding needs. Constructed from an 80% recycled

Transfer knit fabric, these shorts are designed to

move with you while wicking sweat away. Our

women’s-specific multi-density Levitate™ Plus

chamois offers wider coverage and more support  

for an elevated riding experience, and was carefully

crafted to reduce bulk. Details like an updated  

crossover waistband, leg openings trimmed with  

siliconeprinted grippers, and BioViz® reflective  

elements give these shorts a top-end feel. Attack 

Shorts have set the standard for years, these raise  

the bar.

• Comfortably compressive SELECT Transfer fabric 

 made with recycled Nylon

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021

11232101

W ATTACK AMFIB LITE 
JKT
You don’t need to hang up your wheels for the season 

at the first frost. The Symphony AmFIB® Lite Jacket 

provides the warmth you need to experience cold

weather rides in surprising comfort. We use our

three-layer windproof, water-resistant AmFIB  

softshell fabric on the chest and the leading edges of 

the arms to shield you from chilly headwinds. Thermal 

fleece fabric on the back of this cold weather essential 

balances insulation with breathability, so you can ride in 

comfort without chilly sweat build-up. Tune this jacket’s 

warmth to suit the day’s conditions by adding a light or 

heavyweight base layer underneath. A zippered chest 

pocket holds essentials and three bellowed rear  

pockets are large enough for winter gloves, a neck 

gaiter and other cold weather gear.

Wild Violet - HC7 Sunfire - HC9

Size:  XS-XXL

11232201

W ATTACK WXB JKT
Don’t let wet weather hold you back. The Attack

WXB is fully waterproof with three-layer fabric,

taped seams and a DWR finish, to block rain while

remaining breathable. This dedicated cycling

jacket has articulated arms for a great on-bike fit

with a long drop tail to shield your backside from

road spray. The two-way zipper makes it effortless

to dump heat quickly during long climbs and the

packable design makes it easy to stow in a jersey

pocket until the next downpour.

• Three-layer fabric for water protection and a 

 great next-to-skin feel

• Fully waterproof with taped seams

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment 

 sheds light precipitation

Size:  XS-XXL

Screaming Yellow 

- 428

Urban Sage - 

HD4
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Quest
Are you still exploring the beautiful world of cycling? Let us be 

your guide, as we know exactly what you need on your cycling 

adventures. Our Quest collection combines casual-looking 

and loose-fit designs with the state-of-the-art technical  

aspects PEARL iZUMi is known and praised for. Did you 

choose cycling adventures? Then you’ll choose QUEST.

ROAD
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Sunfire/ Dark 

Spruce - HE2

Black - 021 Navy - 289

Ocean Blue - 

H5M

Heirloom - H5J

Saddle / Black - IB5

Dark Spruce/ 

Gulf Teal - HN5

Black - 021

11122103

QUEST JERSEY
For years, the Quest name has stood for quality and

performance at an unbeatable price. This relaxed fit

jersey fits riders of all shapes and sizes and makes

you feel at home on the bike. Fast-drying SELECT

Transfer fabric and a full zip design provide easy

ventilation on long hot climbs. A classic three-back

pocket design allows you to carry all your essentials

and rounds out this bestseller.

• SELECT Transfer fabric sets the benchmark for 

 moisture management

• Made from 50% recycled material

• Full-length zipper for easy on/off and mid-ride 

 ventilation

• Three back pockets

• UPF 30+ rating

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Relaxed Fit

11112205

QUEST BIB SHORT
The Quest Bib Short has been the gateway piece for

countless cyclists, and for good reason it’s designed

to feel supportive without feeling restrictive. We’ve

updated this classic bib short with our all new Levitate 

chamois to keep you comfortable in the saddle even 

on longer rides. Comfortablycompressive Transfer 

fabric wicks moisture to help you stay dry; now made 

from recycled content. And high quality silicone leg 

grippers keep the short in place without constricting 

movement. Once you try these bibs you’ll never ride 

without them.

• Compressive Transfer fabric keeps you cool, dry, 

 and comfortable

• Short fabric and reflective trims are made from 

 recycled materials

• New Levitate chamois provides saddle comfort and 

 support

• Mesh bib upper provides stability and support

11112206

QUEST SHORT
The Quest Short has been the gateway piece for

countless cyclists, and for good reason it’s designed 

to feel supportive without feeling restrictive. We’ve 

updated this classic short with our all-new Levitate 

chamois to keep you comfortable in the saddle even 

on longer rides. Comfortably-compressive Transfer 

fabric wicks moisture to help you stay dry; now made 

from recycled content. And high quality silicone leg 

grippers keep the short in place without constricting 

movement. Once you try these shorts you’ll never 

ride without them.

• Compressive Transfer fabric keeps you cool, 

 dry, and comfortable

• 1” plush elastic waistband

Size:  S-XXXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXXL

11132008

QUEST BARRIER JKT
A packable lightweight men’s cycling jacket

offering protection from wind and light

precipitation.

• Lightweight and breathable rip-stop Barrier 

 fabric, made with 100% recycled material

• Durable water repellent (DWR) treatment sheds 

 light precipitation

• Two-way zipper allows ventilation from top or  

 bottom

• Dual side hem cord locks to adjust fit at waist

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  S-XXL

Screaming Yellow - 428 Ocean Blue - H5M
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11132103

QUEST AMFIB JKT
When you’re not ready to put away your bike in the

fall, reach for the Quest AmFIB® Jacket. It’s the

warmest winter jacket in our collection, featuring 

our three-layer fleece-backed AmFIB softshell 

fabric that’s both windproof and water resistant. 

We gave this jacket a relaxed fit for a wide range of 

layering options use it for chilly spring and fall rides 

or layer-up for deep winter excursions. A zippered

security pocket on the back holds most  

smartphones and dual waist adjusters prevent 

winter’s chill from creeping in. This outer layer is 

key to unlocking many more enjoyable riding days 

each year.

• Rear zippered security pocket

• Dual waist adjusters

• DWR protection sheds water

Size:  S-XXL

Brazen Lilac/ 

Nightshade - HL7

Heirloom - H5J

Dark Spruce / 

Gulf Teal - HN5

Phantom - 6LR

11222009

W QUEST JERSEY
A women’s cycling jersey that isn’t racer-tight,

now made with sustainable materials.

• Lightweight, wicking SELECT Transfer fabric,  

 made with recycled polyester

• Three rear bellowed pockets with fun ruching  

 accents

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Available in XXXL

Size:  S-XXXL

Screaming Yellow - 428

Black - 021 Navy - 289

Screaming Yellow 

- 428

11212204

W QUEST SHORT
The Women’s Quest Short has been the gateway

piece for countless cyclists, and for good reason  

it’s designed to feel supportive without feeling

restrictive. We’ve updated this classic short with 

our all new Women’s Levitate chamois to keep you

comfortable in the saddle even on longer rides.

Comfortably-compressive Transfer fabric wicks

moisture to help you stay dry; now made from

recycled content. And high quality silicone leg

grippers keep the short in place without  

constricting movement. Once you try these  

shorts you’ll never ride without them.

• Compressive Transfer fabric keeps you cool,  

 dry, and comfortable

• Plush, yoga-inspired waistband

11232009

W QUEST BARRIER  
JKT
A packable lightweight women’s cycling jacket

offering protection from wind and light

precipitation.

• Lightweight and breathable rip-stop Barrier 

 fabric, made with 100% recycled material

• Durable water repellent (DWR) sheds light  

 precipitation

• Two-way zipper allows ventilation from top or  

 bottom

• Dual side hem cord locks to adjust fit at waist

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  XS-XXXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Ocean Blue - H5M
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11232102

W QUEST AMFIB  
JACKET
When you’re not ready to put away your bike in the

fall, reach for the Women’s Quest AmFIB® Jacket.

It’s the warmest jacket in our collection, featuring

our three-layer fleece-backed AmFIB softshell fabric

that’s both windproof and water resistant. We gave

this jacket a relaxed fit for a wide range of layering

options use it for chilly spring and fall rides or

layer-up for deep winter excursions. A zippered

security pocket on the back holds most smartphones

and dual waist adjusters prevent winter’s chill from

creeping in. This outer layer is key to unlocking many

more enjoyable riding days each year.

• Rear zippered security pocket

• Dual waist adjusters light precipitation

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021Wild Orchid - HI7

White - 508Nightshade - HC6

Fiery Coral - 5SF

Screaming Red 

- 9EG

Dark Spruce  

- HD2

11212010

W SUGAR 5“ SHORT
The Sugar Short blends the comfort of your favorite 

active shorts with cycling-specific features. Made 

from a buttery-smooth high stretch fabric that 

moves with you, the Sugar Short sports a 5” cut that 

reaches mid-thigh. The high-rise waistband gently 

hugs the waist to create a flattering and smooth 

transition when paired with a casual top or jersey, 

while our new low profile single-density Women’s 

Levitate chamois offers on-bike support. Two side 

cargo pockets, cuffs trimmed with silicone printed 

grippers, and our signature BioViz® reflective  

elements make these ride-ready, sor you hit the 

road with confidence. 

• Side cargo pockets to fit essentials

11222303

W SUGAR JERSEY
The Sugar Jersey offers a casual alternative to the

traditional cycling top. Made from a soft, fastdrying

Transfer fabric, this piece has a standard fit

and a lush feel that will have you turning to it for

all your rides. Ribbed detailing offers feminine

emphasis on the side panels and collar while the

shorter sleeve design lends a tailored look. Two

easy access rear pockets and our signature

BioViz® reflective elements let this classic piece

stand in for a jersey any day of the week.

• Made from recycled polyester with great stretch 

 and luxurious hand feel

• Quarter zip design for ventilation on warm days

• Low profile accent collar for comfort

• Standard fit

11222305

W SUGAR AIR TANK
The Sugar Air Tank blends on-bike features with the

fit of your favorite support tank, so you’re always

ready to go. Whether you’re commuting to a yoga

class or getting in a lunch hour spin, the Sugar Air

Tank effortlessly transitions from one activity to the

next. Made from a high-stretch recycled polyester

fabric, this sleek top has a rich feel and trim fit. An

integrated shelf bra with removable pads offers 

midlevel support. The dual-mesh rear panel con-

struction provides breathability and a touch of tex-

ture. Three rear bellowed pockets and our signature 

BioViz® reflective elements let this piece stand in for 

a jersey any day of the week.

• Made from recycled polyester with great stretch 

 and luxurious hand feel

Size:  XS-XXL
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Black - 021

Nightshade - HC6

11212310

W SUGAR SKIRT
Bring some flare to your ride with the Sugar Skirt. 

This everyday performance skirt sports a two-part 

construction with the upper skirt layer playfully  

concealing an integrated padded liner. Made from a 

light stretch-woven fabric, the skirt features a wavy 

hemline that creates casual draping and a little extra 

bounce while the front meets in a modest overlap 

to better facilitate swinging a leg over a bike seat. An 

integrated liner short features our new single-density 

Women’s Levitate chamois and a thigh cargo pocket 

sized to accommodate a phone making this skirt 

casual yet capable. 

• Made from recycled lightweight stretch woven  

 polyester with great stretch and drape for easy  

 pedaling.

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021

11412003

JR GIRLS QUEST 
SHORT
• SELECT Transfer fabric provides optimal 

 moisture transfer and comfort

• made with recycled material

• Soft stretch elastic waist band to keep shorts in 

 place

• Silicone print leg grippers

• Junior 1:1® Chamois for comfort

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 5” inseam (size M)

Size:  XS-XL

Black - 021

11412004

JR QUEST SHORT
• SELECT Transfer fabric provides optimal moisture 

 transfer and comfort

• made with recycled material

• Soft stretch elastic waist band to keep shorts  

 inplace

• Silicone print leg grippers

• Junior 1:1® Chamois for comfort

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• 5” inseam (size M)

Size:  XS-XL
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Expedition
Gravel biking is all about leaving the beaten track and  

enjoying all of the freedom two wheels can give you. The 

Expedition range equips you with just the right gear for your 

gravel adventures. Combine bold designs with performance 

fits and fabrics, and make good use of the hallmark pocketed 

shorts. Get ready for your next gravel EXPEDITION.

GRAVEL
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11122202

EXPEDITION JRSY
Searching for a top that fits your backroad ambitions? 

Look no further than the new Expedition Jersey. This 

jersey is designed to comfortably carry a day’s worth of 

necessities in three bellowed rear pockets and two side 

pockets. The lightweight Transfer fabric wicks moisture 

quickly and BioViz® reflective elements improve  

low-light visibility. Pair it with our Expedition Bibs or  

Expedition Shorts for a kit that can truly go the  

distance.

• Three bellowed rear pockets and two side stash 

 pockets hold essentials

• Full-length zipper

• Medium length sleeves

• BioViz® reflective elements improve low-light 

 visibility

• Form fit

11112203

EXPEDITION PRO BIB 
SHORT
These bib shorts are designed for rugged gravel or

tarmac that stretches to the horizon. We took the

popular Expedition Bib to the next level with our all 

new Levitate PRO Chamois and luxurious Italian PRO

Transfer fabric. Low profile cargo pockets on the

thighs and two small rear pockets provide easy

access to smartphones and snacks, and the flexibility

to wear any top you prefer without worrying about

carrying capacity. Last but certainly not least, this is

our first men’s bib short with a drop-tail to make

nature breaks quick and easy. Plus, we added our

water shedding PI Dry® technology to the shorts to

shrug off tire spray and light rain. There is no finer

choice for long haul adventure.

• Drop-tail design for nature breaks

11112303

EXPEDITION BIB 
SHORT
Made for the rider who aims to go astray, the Expedition 

Bib Short is tuned for all-terrain adventures. Cut from a 

high-stretch Transfer fabric with moisture-wicking and 

compressive properties, these bibs offer a sleek fit for 

everyday performance. Super lightweight straps are  

laser cut so you’ll never feel them, and leg openings 

lined with silicone-printed grippers keep the shorts 

comfortably in place. When you hit the rough stuff, you’ll 

be glad to have our new Levitate™ Plus multi-density 

chamois under you. It features an innovative highly  

resilient suspension core to damp road chatter,  

significantly improving ride comfort. Whether you’re 

putting in big miles or simply prefer to ride in a t-shirt, 

the three-pocket design can replace, or supplement, 

storage of a traditional jersey. When the pavement ends 

and adventure begins, reach for the Expedition Bibs.

11112304

EXPEDITION SHORT
Made for the rider who aims to go astray, the

Expedition Short is tuned for all-terrain adventures.

Cut from a high-stretch Transfer fabric with

moisture-wicking and compressive properties,  

these shorts offer a sleek fit for everyday  

performance. A high-rise waistband keeps shorts 

secure without feeling restrictive and leg  

openings lined with silicone-printed grippers keep 

the cuffs comfortably in place. When you hit the 

rough stuff, you’ll be glad to have our new Levitate™ 

Plus multi-density chamois under you. It features 

an innovative highly resilient suspension core to 

damp road chatter, significantly improving ride 

comfort. Whether you’re putting in big miles or  

simply prefer to ride in a tshirt, the three-pocket 

design can replace, or supplement, storage of a 

traditional jersey. When the pavement ends and 

adventure begins, reach for the Expedition Shorts.

Size:  S-XXL Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXXL Size:  S-XXXL

Nightfall - 484 Gravel - 9EE

Black - 021

Black - 021
Black - 021
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Urban Sage - HD4

11112221

EXPEDITION THRM  
CYC BIB TIGHT
If you’re planning a day-long gravel or road ride in chilly 

weather, there’s no finer riding companion than this new 

bib tight. Our thermal fleece fabric provides quick drying 

insulation, and is stretchy enough to allow for fewer 

panels to reduce seaming for improved comfort. Wide, 

laser-cut bib straps eliminate the need for additional 

binding and our unique strap design allows drop-tail 

nature break convenience without the need for zippers or 

clasps. We add full PI Dry® water-shedding technology 

to ward off splashes and light rain. Our plush dualdensity 

Levitate™ Plus chamois provides exceptional comfort 

and side cargo pockets help carry the essentials  

necessary for longer rides.

• Ultra-soft thermal fleece fabric for pedaling 

 comfort and thermal regulation

• Made with recycled content

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  S-XXL

11112208

EXPEDITION SHELL 
SHORT
Jorts may look hip, but they’re not nearly as

comfortable and functional for long days in the

saddle as our new Expedition Shell Short. This

slim short is constructed from lightweight, high-

stretch fabric that makes it easy to access the

thigh cargo pockets on our Expedition Shorts

should you choose to wear them underneath. We

added an articulated waistband for long haul

comfort and zippered side pocket to keep your

smartphone close at hand. And should things get

rowdy, our permanent PI Dry® technology shrugs

off spray from tires and stream crossings.

• High-stretch, durable fabric made with recycled 

 Nylon

• Single-button fly closure

Size:  28-40

Phantom - 6LR Gravel - 9EE
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11212203

W EXPEDITION PRO 
BIB SHORT
These bib shorts are designed for rugged gravel

or tarmac that stretches to the horizon. We took

the popular Women’s Expedition Bib to the next

level with our all new Women’s Levitate PRO

Chamois and luxurious Italian PRO Transfer

fabric. Low profile cargo pockets on the thighs and

two small rear pockets provide easy access to

smartphones and snacks, and the flexibility to

wear any top you prefer without worrying about

carrying capacity. This bib short features our  

best-in-class drop-tail design that makes it easy to

answer nature’s call quickly and discreetly. Plus,

we added our water-shedding PI Dry® technology

to the shorts to shrug off tire spray and light rain.

There is no finer choice for long haul adventure.

11222201

W EXPEDITION JERSEY
Searching for a top that fits your backroad ambitions? 

Look no further than the new Women’s Expedition  

Jersey. This jersey is designed to comfortably carry a 

day’s worth of necessities in three bellowed rear  

pockets and two side pockets. The lightweight Transfer 

fabric wicks moisture quickly and BioViz® reflective 

elements improve low-light visibility. Pair it with our 

Expedition Bibs or Expedition Shorts for a kit that can 

truly go the distance. 

• Three bellowed rear pockets and two side stash 

 pockets hold essentials 

• Full-length zipper 

• Medium length sleeves 

• BioViz® reflective elements improve low-light  

 visibility

11212304

W EXPEDITION SHORT
Made for the rider who aims to go astray, the  

Women’s Expedition Short is tuned for  

all-terrain adventures. Cut from a high-stretch  

Transfer fabric with moisture-wicking and  

compressive properties, these bibs offer a  

sleek fit for everyday performance. The high-rise  

waistband design gently wraps the midsection to 

keep shorts securely in place and the overlapping 

front panel is shaped to offer more comfort in the 

riding position. Leg openings lined with  

silicone-printed grippers keep the shorts from  

riding up. When you hit the rough stuff, you’ll be  

glad to have our new women’s-specific Levitate™ 

Plus multi-density chamois under you. It features  

an innovative highly resilient suspension core to 

damp road chatter, significantly improving ride  

comfort. Whether you’re putting in big miles or 

simply prefer to ride in a t-shirt, the thigh cargo 

pocket design can replace, or supplement, storage 

of a traditional jersey. When the pavement ends and 

adventure begins, reach for the Expedition Shorts.

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  S-XXXL

Black - 021

Black - 021

Oatmeal - H2G
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Thinking woven in, not added on.
Our technical fabrics are engineered to work together as a system to keep you 
comfortable in any conditions. 
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11112215

THRM CYC BIB TGHT
This go-to cycling bib tight is made for those days

when comfort depends on consistent warmth. Our

thermal fleece fabric is stretchy enough to allow for

fewer panels to improve fit and comfort, and rawedge

bib straps eliminate bulk for seamless layering.

Because wet is the enemy of warm, we add full PI

Dry® water-shedding technology to ward off

splashes and light rain. Our plush dual-density

Levitate™ Plus chamois provides exceptional comfort

for as long as you wish to ride.

• Ultra-soft Thermal fleece fabric for pedaling 

 comfort and thermal regulation

• Made with recycled content

• Dual-density Levitate™ Plus chamois reduces 

 friction for all day comfort

• PI Dry® technology for permanent water-shedding 

 performance

11112210

AMFIB CYC BIB TGHT
Every cyclist needs that ultimate tight that can get them  

out the door when the mercury dips. We achieved this by  

combining our latest generation AmFIB® softshell and  

thermal fleece fabrics for a superior fit. AmFIB softshell 

covers and protects the front of the leg, the seat, and the 

Achilles tendon areas from the elements, while thermal 

fleece fabric on the back of the legs and knees insulates 

and provides great breathability. Raw-edge bib straps 

reduce bulk and improve layering comfort. PI Dry®  

permanent water-repellent technology sheds precipitation 

and helps keep the dual-density Levitate™ Plus chamois 

dry. BioViz® reflective elements appear on the back of the 

calves, high enough for visibility above any shoe covers or 

booties, as well as on the hip.

• Ultra-soft Thermal fleece fabric for pedaling 

 comfort and thermal regulation

• Made with recycled content

• Dual-density Levitate™ Plus chamois reduces 

 friction for all day comfort

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021

11232003

W MONSOON WXB PANT
• Breathable face fabric with durable waterrepellent  

 (DWR) finish

• Performance 2-layer waterproof breathable membrane

• 10k/7k rating

• Extra seat panel protection: 3-layer waterproof 

 breathable woven with stretch

• 10k/25k rating

• Fully-taped seams

• Tapered leg to prevent legs from getting caught in 

 your chain while pedaling

• Easy adjust side waist hook-and-loop closures to 

 customize fit, snap button fly

• Waterproof side ankle locking zippers

• keep water out and allow easy on/off over shoes

11212210

W THRM CYC BIB TIGHT
This go-to women’s cycling tight is made for those

days when comfort depends on consistent warmth,

thanks to our soft and cozy thermal fleece fabric. It’s

stretchy enough to allow for fewer panels so that it

moves with you seamlessly. Wide, flat bib straps

allow a barely-there, yet supportive fit and our  

bestin-class droptail design allows nature break  

convenience without the need for zippers or clasps. 

Because wet is the enemy of warm, we add full PI Dry® 

water-shedding technology to ward off splashes and 

light rain. To boost low-light visibility BioViz® reflective 

elements appear on the back of the calves, high enough 

to show above any shoe covers or booties, as well as on 

the hip. And our plush dual-density Women’s Levitate™ 

Plus chamois provides exceptional comfort for as long as 

you wish to ride.

• Made with recycled content

Size:  32-44

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021
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MTB

Summit
Reach the SUMMIT of your own potential with this MTB  

clothing range. Along with colours and styles built for the trail, 

you’ll find the lightweight and durable fabrics that will help you 

break the barriers and crush your personal bests. Thanks to 

the Summit range, you’ll be prepared for any challenge  

you’ve planned.
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19122206

SUMMIT SS JERSEY
The Summit Jersey is a mountain bike top that won’t

hold you back when you’re pushing the limits. This

highly breathable top is constructed from 100%

recycled polyester fabric and loaded with

performance-focused features. Details like forward

rolled seams provide excellent on-bike fit and laser

perforated side panels take ventilation to the next

level, to help you make the most of your ride.

• Constructed from 100% recycled polyester fabric

• Optimized for on-bike fit

• Laser perforated side panels

• Dropped rear hem for on-bike coverage

• Standard fitForm fit

19132101

SUMMIT PRO BARR JKT
The Summit Pro Barrier Jacket is your insurance

policy against inclement weather. It’s so light and

packable that it can go with you on every ride, but

unlike other emergency jackets, this one is

actually comfortable to wear while riding hard.

The stretch-woven fabric is focused on

breathability, with tuned air permeability to avoid

clammy sweat buildup. A DWR treatment repels

moisture well enough to shrug off an afternoon

shower. When not in use, the Summit Pro Barrier

Jacket packs down into its rear pocket for easy

storage. This just-in-case jacket features a hidden

strap that allows it to be secured to your bike so

you’re always prepared and ready to go.

19132205

SUMMIT 3L WXB JKT
Don’t let the weather hold you back from hitting

the trail. This made-for-the-bike rain jacket is

ready for the wettest, rowdiest rides. The

lightweight three-layer fabric shrugs off

precipitation while remaining highly breathable

and comfortable next to skin. The articulated

sleeves allow for great mobility while riding and

the hood is designed to fit securely over a helmet.

• Lightweight recycled 10k/10k waterproof 3-layer  

 fabric breaths well

• YKK Aguaguard® waterproof main zipper

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment  

 sheds light precipitation

• BioViz® elements for low light visibility

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Camp Green/ Pale Pine - HM6

Black - 021 Urban Sage/ 

Sunfire - HH5

Phantom - 6LR Dark Olive / 

Phantom - H3B

Dark Ink - 9PX

19122105

SUMMIT HOODED  
THRML JRSY
Cooler months can put a lot of demand on your gear 

closet, so the Summit Thermal Jersey is designed with 

versatility in mind. Wear it as a warm-yet-breathable 

outer-layer during fall and spring rides and use it as 

your insulating midlayer when the mercury plummets 

during the winter. The technical fleece is constructed 

with a grid fabric that allows it to quickly transfer  

moisture while retaining heat to keep you focused on 

the ride, not the thermometer. The Summit Thermal 

Jersey features two zippered hand pockets, a zippered 

chest pocket, and a hood that’s slim enough to fit 

under a helmet for really chilly rides.

• 60g high-stretch technical grid Transfer Fleece

Size:  S-XXL
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Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

19112112

SUMMIT AMFIB LITE 
PANT
?These mountain bike pants will keep you cranking through 

the dark days of winter. The Summit AmFIB® Lite Pant 

combines lightweight softshell fabric on the front for wind 

and water protection, with thermal fabric on the back for the 

perfect balance of warmth and breathability. Our PI DRY® 

technology adds water-shedding performance so you’ll stay 

drier when charging through puddles or kicking up snow. 

Trail Access pockets are strategically positioned to store 

your phone or energy bars behind your legs for pedaling 

comfort. Wear these pants over your favorite Liner shorts, or 

wear them over cycling tights for additional warmth on the 

coldest days.

• Three-layer AmFIB® softshell fabric

• PI Dry® technology for permanent watershedding 

 performance

• Zippered lower leg openings

19112201

SUMMIT PANT
Some rides call for an extra layer of protection from the 

elements or trail flora—that’s where our new Summit Pant 

comes in. This summer-weight pant is designed with  

mobility and pedaling performance in mind. It’s  

constructed from the same light and durable woven fabric 

as our premium Summit Short, with a DWR coating to 

shrug off moisture. Perforated panels on the inside of the 

legs keep this pant feeling airy, while dual Trail Access 

pockets hold the day’s essentials within reach, but out of 

the way. Add your favorite chamois liner and hit the dirt.

• Adjustable waist closure

• Durable water repellent (DWR) coating

• Two zippered Trail Access side pockets shift 

 contents to back of leg for pedaling comfort

• Compatible with most knee protection

• Standard fit

Size:  28-38

Size:  28-38

19112207

SUMMIT SHORT WITH 
LINER
It doesn’t matter if you’re heading out for an after

work hot lap or gearing up for an all-day epic; the

Summit Short is the right choice for every trail. These

premium shorts feature an ultra-comfortable liner

with our new Levitate chamois, and a tailored fit that

works with your favorite knee guards. Perforated

panels on the inside of the legs keep the Summit

feeling airy, while dual Trail Access pockets keep the

day’s essentials close at hand, yet out of the way, so

they don’t interfere with pedaling. Chances are this

short will always stay around the top of your drawer.

• Constructed from lightweight, fast-drying 

 polyester fabric made from recycled material

• Includes new premium Levitate chamois

• Kneepad compatible

19112206

SUMMIT SHELL SHORT
It doesn’t matter if you’re heading out for an after

work hot-lap or gearing up for an all-day epic; the

Summit Short is the right choice for every trail. These

premium shorts feature a tailored fit that works with

your favorite knee guards. Perforated panels on the

inside of the legs keep the Summit feeling airy, while

dual Trail Access pockets keep the day’s essentials

close at hand, yet out of the way, so they don’t

interfere with pedaling. Add your favorite chamois

liner and you’re ready to hit the dirt.

• Constructed from lightweight, fast-drying 

 polyester fabric made from recycled material

• Adjustable waist closure for easy on-the-fly 

 adjustments

• Kneepad compatible

Size:  28-38

Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

Size:  28-42
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19111802

SELECT LINER SHORT
We have outfitted the Men’s SELECT Liner Short with

our high quality SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois so

you will no longer have to decide between the

comfort of a traditional bike short or the breathability

of a liner. The smooth mesh fabric used throughout

the liner shorts helps the liner move smoothly under

your shell layer for unrestricted pedaling.

• SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois provides optimal 

 moisture transfer and odor resistance

• Updated pattern contours to the body for optimal 

 fit when riding

• Transfer Mesh fabric on main body prevents 

 overheating while wearing shell shorts

• Transfer fabric on lower legs is designed to allow 

 shell shorts to move without friction during pedaling

19111909

CARGO LINER SHORT
Integrate storage and upgrade your chamois for a

modern trail experience.

• New Transfer Mesh body fabric provides an 

 amazing next-to-skin feel

• Smooth fabric across the front of legs slides 

 easily under shell shorts, providing a friction 

 free pedaling experience.

• Optimized with the superior ELITE Escape 1:1® 

 Chamois

• Two thigh pockets for carrying ride essentials

• 10” inseam

19111908

CARGO BIB LINER SHORT
Integrate storage and upgrade your chamois for a

modern trail experience.

• New Transfer Mesh body fabric provides an 

 amazing next-to-skin feel

• Smooth fabric across the front of the legs 

 slides easily under shell shorts and ensures a 

 friction free pedaling experience.

• Optimized with superior ELITE Escape 1:1® 

 Chamois

• Three pockets on the lower back of the bib, and 

 two thigh pockets for carrying ride essentials

• 10” inseam

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Black - 027

Black - 021

Black - 021
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Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

19232204

W SUMMIT AMFIB LITE 
PANT
Don’t let the weather hold you back from hitting the trail.  

These pants are constructed with AmFIB® softshell  

fabric that balances warmth and pedaling performance  

for all but the coldest days. This highly technical piece  

features dual-zippered trail access pockets to hold ride  

essentials and PI Dry® shrugs off rain and tire spray. The  

tapered lower legs are pedal-friendly and have elastic  

closures at the cuffs to keep the elements at bay. Wear  

these pants over your favorite Liner shorts, or wear them  

over cycling tights for additional warmth.

• AmFIB® softshell fabric insulates without excess bulk

• Fabrics made from recycled materials

• Kneepad compatible

• Zippered Trail Access pockets for secure storage 

 and pedaling comfort

• Adjustable waistband

19212301

W SUMMIT PANT
Some rides call for an extra layer of protection from

the elements or trail flora—that’s where our Women’s  

Summit Pant comes in. This summerweight

pant puts a premium on mobility and pedaling

performance. It’s constructed from the same light

and durable fabric as our premium Summit Short,

with an eco-friendly DWR treatment to shrug off

moisture. Perforated panels on the inside of the legs

keep this pant feeling airy, while dual Trail Access™

pockets hold the day’s essentials within reach, but

out of the way. Add your favorite chamois liner and hit

the dirt.

• Adjustable waist closure

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment 

 sheds light precipitation

Size:  32-52

Size:  32-44
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19212202

W SUMMIT SHORT W/ 
LINER
It doesn’t matter if you’re heading out for an after

work hot lap or gearing up for an all-day epic; the

Women’s Summit Short is the right choice for

every trail. These premium shorts feature an

ultra-comfortable liner with our new Women’s

Levitate chamois, and a tailored fit that works with

your favorite knee guards. Perforated panels on

the inside of the legs keep the Summit feeling

airy, while dual Trail Access pockets keep the

day’s essentials close at hand, yet out of the way,

so they don’t interfere with pedaling. Chances are

this short will become your go-to.

• Constructed from lightweight, fast-drying 

 polyester fabric made from recycled materials

• Compatible with most knee protection

Size:  32-44

Black - 021

Black - 021

Phantom/ Smoke Grey - H2Z

Nightshade 88 - HT5

Smoke Grey/ 

Phantom - 9XC

19212104

W SUMMIT SHELL 
SHORT
Though it shares a name with a men’s short, the

Women’s Summit Shell Short is a piece all its

own. Designed by women who ride, this short

won’t hold you back when you want to take on big

lines or jam out a loop after work. The lightweight

stretch-woven fabric has excellent articulation

and breathability, plus it’s made from recycled

materials. A 10 inch inseam offers ample

coverage for today’s low-profile kneepads, so

nothing will hold you back.

• Lightweight stretch-woven fabric is breathable 

 and durable

• 10 inch inseam

• Integrates well with low-profile kneepads

• Adjustable waistband

19222204

W SUMMIT SS JERSEY
The Summit Jersey is a mountain bike top that

won’t hold you back when you’re pushing the

limits. This highly breathable top is constructed

from fast-drying fabric made with 100% recycled

content, and loaded with performance-focused

features such as rolled forward shoulder seams

that create an excellent on-bike fit and a drop tail

that provides extra coverage from tire spray.

• Constructed from 100% recycled polyester fabric

• Optimized for on-bike fit

• Dropped rear hem for on-bike coverage

• Standard fit

19222203

W SUMMIT LS JERSEY
The Summit Jersey is a mountain bike top that

won’t hold you back when you’re pushing the

limits. This highly breathable top is constructed

from fast-drying fabric made with 100% recycled

content, and loaded with performance-focused

features such as rolled forward shoulder seams

that create an excellent on-bike fit and a drop tail

that provides extra coverage from tire spray. And

in case you’re looking for protection from more

than the sun, there is enough room in the sleeves

for low-profile elbow guards.

• Constructed from 100% recycled polyester fabric

• Optimized for on-bike fit

• Dropped rear hem for on-bike coverage

Size:  32-52

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL
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19232202

W SUMMIT BARR JKT
Ultra-minimalist, ultra-packable, this is your

insurance policy against unpredictable weather. The

Summit Barrier Jacket packs down to the size of a

baseball, allowing you to carry it with you on any ride.

The lightweight fabric is windproof with a PFC-free

DWR coating that sheds moisture and is made from

recycled materials. This jacket features dual hand

pockets, one of which is also a stash pocket. The

hood fits nicely under a helmet and a two-way zipper

allows you to regulate your temperature without

needing to stop and switch layers.

• Ultra-packable weather protection for every ride

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment 

 sheds light precipitation

• Zippered chest pocket acts as a stash pocket

19232203

W SUMMIT 3L WXB JKT
Don’t let the weather hold you back from hitting the

trail. This made-for-the-bike women’s rain jacket is

ready for the wettest, rowdiest rides. The lightweight

three-layer fabric shrugs off precipitation while

remaining highly breathable and comfortable next to

skin. It also features passive underarm venting to

regulate body temperature without having to unzip.

The articulated sleeves allow for great mobility while

riding and the hood is designed to fit securely over a

helmet.

• Lightweight recycled 10k/10k waterproof 3-layer 

 fabric breaths well

• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof main zipper

• PFC-free Durable Water Repellent treatment 

 sheds light precipitation

19211806

W SELECT LINER 
SHORT
We’ve outfitted the Women’s SELECT Liner Short

with our high quality Women’s SELECT Escape

1:1® Chamois, so you will no longer have to

decide between the comfort of a traditional bike

short or the added breathability of a liner. The

smooth mesh fabric used throughout the liner

short body helps the liner move smoothly under

your shell layer for unrestricted pedaling.

• Transfer fabric provides optimal moisture 

 management

• No leg gripper

• Women’s SELECT Escape 1:1® Chamois 

 provides moisture transfer, quick dry time and 

 odor absorption

• 8” inseam [size medium]

19422202

JR SUMMIT SS JERSEY
What happens when you take all the features of

our Summit jersey and make it in Junior sizes?

The next generation of shredders benefit from the

same performance you expect from us, ensuring

that they’ll be comfortable and have a great

experience on the bike. The Junior Summit Jersey

is constructed from lightweight, breathable, and

fast-drying Transfer fabric. Like the rest of the

Summit jersey line, this piece is made from

recycled polyester, because we’re thinking about

the future while designing for the future of

mountain biking.

• Lightweight and breathable Transfer fabric dries fast

• Made from recycled materials

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XL

Phantom - 6LR

Black/ Black - 027

Pale Pine Earn the Turns - H8P

Nightshade Retro checker - HP5

Black - 021
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MTB

Elevate
Push your limits and ELEVATE the quality of your ride with 

our mountain bike apparel. The relaxed fits will give you 

the freedom of movement you seek on the bike, while you 

stand out thanks to the expressive graphics. Within the 

Elevate range, you’ll find the right outfit for every type of 

weather and every type of rider
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19112204

ELEVATE SHELL SHORT
The Elevate Short is the right choice for bike park

laps and big mountain riding. Designed to be

tough without weighing you down, this short is

made from durable recycled stretch-woven Nylon

with a water shedding DWR treatment, making it

perfect for hard-charging riders. Bonded leg

openings slide seamlessly over knee guards and

dual Trail Access pockets hold the day’s essentials

within reach, but out of the way. Add your favorite

chamois liner and hit the dirt.

• Constructed from light and durable recycled 

 stretch-woven nylon

• Adjustable waist closure

• Durable water repellent (DWR) coating

• Compatible with most knee protection

Size:  28-42

Phantom - 6LR
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Canyon
Are you looking for comfort on and off the bike? With the 

CANYON range we have exactly what you need. The relaxed 

fits and fabrics with a casual look and feel offer you the  

perfect balance between comfort and performance. The 

stylish colours and graphics let you shine both on and off 

the bike, no matter your off-road goals.

MTB
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19122202

CANYON SS JERSEY
Reach for the Canyon jersey when the day’s agenda

calls for singletrack followed by tacos and a post-ride

beverage. This top gives the look and fit of your

favorite T-shirt with the function of a technical jersey.

It’s made from highly breathable drirelease® fabric

for all-day comfort and with raglan sleeves for great

on-bike mobility.

• Constructed from 85% recycled polyester and 15% 

 TENCEL™

• drirelease® fabric combines fast dry performance 

 with soft tee feel

• Dropped rear hem for on-bike coverage

• Raglan sleeves for great on-bike fit

• Relaxed fit

Size:  S-XXXL

Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

Phantom - 6LR

19122201

CANYON LS JERSEY
Reach for the long-sleeved version of the Canyon

Jersey when you’re looking for added protection

from the sun and local flora. This top gives the

look and fit of your favorite T-shirt with the

function of a technical jersey. It’s made from

highly breathable drirelease® fabric for all-day

comfort and with raglan sleeves for great on-bike

mobility.

• Constructed from 85% recycled polyester and 

 15% TENCEL™

• drirelease® fabric combines fast dry 

 performance with soft tee feel

• Dropped rear hem for on-bike coverage

• Raglan sleeves for great on-bike fit

• Relaxed fit

19122106

CANYON ALPHA LS TOP
Chilly days chasing singletrack are better with the

right layers. The Canyon Alpha Top blends the cozy

warmth of a shirt jacket with the durability of your

trusty flannel into one performance-minded piece

that’s at home on the trail, the campsite, and your

favorite brewery. Polartec Alpha® insulation provides

surprising warmth without adding bulk and wicks

moisture quickly to maintain comfort; perfect for the

dynamic efforts of trail riding. A zippered chest

pocket keeps your essentials secure and snap

closures add a casual vibe to help blend in off the

bike.

• Polartec Alpha® insulation provides consistent 

 warmth over a wide temperature range

• Reinforced elbows

19132102

CANYON ECOLOFT JKT
When frost-covered leaves litter the ground but

the singletrack beckons, reach for the Canyon

ECOLoft™ Jacket. This thoughtfully designed

jacket will keep you warm without overheating

when the intensity picks up. We use sustainable

and highly-breathable ECOLoft™ ActiVe insulation

to quickly transfer excess heat, providing

consistent warmth, so you can keep riding instead

of adjusting layers. A two-way zipper makes it

easy to quickly dump heat from a climb even if

you’re wearing a pack. And should things get

damp, our PI Dry® technology shrugs off mist

and tire spray leaving you free to focus on the trail

ahead.

• Tall, 4-inch collar blocks the cold

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL
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19112202

CANYON SHORT W/ 
LINER
Kick your cycling adventures into high gear with the

ultra-versatile Canyon Short. This pedal-friendly bike

short looks good on or off the trail, and it’s

constructed from durable ripstop fabric to stand up

to abrasion and abuse. User-friendly features include

two zippered hand pockets, a rear pocket, and button

closure with a stretch waistband for all-day comfort.

And it doesn’t skimp on comfort where it really

matters, the Canyon comes with a plush, easily

detachable, 1:1 Escape Chamois liner.

• Constructed from recycled Mini Ripstop fabric

• Kneepad compatible

• Two zippered hand pockets

• Open rear pocket

• Relaxed fit

Size:  28-44

Black - 021 Dark Olive - 2PJ

Gravel - 9EE

Black - 021

Dark Ink - 9PX

19412202

JR CANYON SHORT

19222202

W CANYON TANK
Go for the Canyon Tank when you’re looking for a 

more laid-back approach to singletrack shenanigans. 

We made this performance top from highly breatha-

ble Dri release® fabric for all-day comfort and added 

a stash pocket for a card or ID.

• Constructed from 85% recycled polyester and 

 15% Tencel with Drirelease® treatment

• Droptail for on-bike coverage

• Hidden zippered pocket on the hip

• Relaxed fit

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL
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BIKESTYLE

Rove
When lifestyle and biking meet in the middle, you’ll find  

Bikestyle. The ROVE collection will ensure you’ll be fully  

prepared to take the bike to everyday life. Natural fabrics  

and modern looks find eachother seemlessly in clothing 

which make you stand out both on and off the bike.  

ROVE through the city and do so in style.
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17122204

ROVE FLANNEL
Think of your favorite flannel shirt. Now imagine

one like it that will allow you to ride in surprising

comfort to your favorite brewery or tackle

singletrack on the weekend. Our polyester twill

has the feel of flannel, but wicking performance

like a jersey for stay-dry comfort, plus wrinklefree

convenience. A slight drop tail provides a little

more coverage on the bike. We’ve updated this

versatile top with a more tailored profile.

• Snap-button front opening

• Front chest pocket

• Slight drop tail for on-bike coverage

• UPF 50+ for added coverage

• Reflective back locker loop

• Standard fit

17112201

ROVE SHORT
Why not have the shorts you wear on all your daily

activities also be great on the bike? This versatile

short is sustainably made and constructed from a

blend of organic cotton and nylon. A touch of elastane

provides four-way stretch to maximize mobility for

easy pedaling. To improve comfort in the saddle, we

rolled the inseam forward and included an adjustable

waistband so you can personalize fit. And you can roll

up the cuff to expose high-quality reflective elements

should you be out after dark, so there is no reason

not to ride.

• Pedal to Zero: Going by bike 24mi / 39km offsets 

 the climate impact of this garment

• Rolled-forward inseams for on-bike comfort

• Curved waistband for better on-bike fit

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  28-42

Smoke Grey / Stone 

Weave - H5X

Urban Sage / Pale 

Pine Plaid - HE9

Smoke Grey - 9QC
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15182302

PRO ROAD
• BOA® Fit System with dual Li2 dials featuring  

 bi-directional microadjustments and pop-up for 

 release

• Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure and hotspots

• 1:1® PRO Air Power Plate carbon sole developed in 

 partnership with Ruckus Composites

• Mesh laminate upper construction strategically 

 orients material where it’s needed most

• Ventilated upper and sole for hot weather  

 performance

• Dual density 1:1 footbed is ergonomically designed 

 to provide optimal support, pedaling efficiency and 

 comfort

• Silicone grip at heel for added security

• 237 grams per shoe (size 42)

15282301

W PRO ROAD
• Women’s-specific fit

• Perforated synthetic leather upper is durable and  

 breathable

• BOA® Fit System with dual L6C dials for zonal  

 adjustment Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure  

 and hotspots

• 1:1® PRO Carbon Power Plate drops weight and  

 adds ventilation, without sacrificing stiffness

• Dual density 1:1 footbed is ergonomically designed  

 to provide optimal support, pedaling efficiency and  

 comfort

• 252 grams per shoe (size 42)

Size:  39-49

Size:  36-43

Black - 021

Nightshade - HC6

Black - 021

White - 508

15182303

ATTACK ROAD
• Perforated synthetic leather upper is durable and  

 breathable

• BOA® Fit System with L6E reel and forefoot strap for  

 zonal fit adjustments

• Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure and hotspots

• 1:1® Composite Power Plate with carbon fiber forefoot  

 insert provides lightweight stiffness and durability  

 (stiffness rating 8)

• EVA foam and rubber heel bumper gives stability and  

 walking comfort

• 3-bolt road cleat & SPD compatible

15282302

W ATTACK ROAD
• Women’s-specific fit

• Perforated synthetic leather upper is durable and  

 breathable

• BOA® Fit System with L6E reel and forefoot strap for  

 zonal fit adjustments

• Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure and hotspots

• 1:1® Composite Power Plate with carbon fiber  

 forefoot insert provides lightweight stiffness and durability  

 (stiffness rating 8)

• EVA foam and rubber heel bumper gives stability and  

 walking comfort

• 3-bolt road cleat & SPD compatible

Size:  39-49

Size:  36-43
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15282003

W QUEST ROAD
• Bonded Seamless Upper delivers all-day riding  

 comfort, breathability and durability

• Anatomic three-strap design comfortably secures  

 foot and is easy to adjust

• 1:1® Composite Power Plate with carbon fiber fore 

 foot insert provides lightweight stiffness and  

 durability (stiffness rating 8)

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• EVA foam and rubber heel bumper gives stability  

 and walking comfort

• 3-bolt road cleat & SPD compatible

15192303

SUMMIT
• Synthetic leather upper with mesh panels for  

 breathability

• Comfortable three-strap closure

• SPD-compatible

• Reinforced toe cap for added protection

• Full-length nylon plate for on pedaling performance

• Aggressive outsole pattern for superior traction and  

 durability

15292302

W SUMMIT
• Synthetic leather upper with mesh panels for  

 breathability

• Comfortable three-strap closure

• SPD-compatible

• Women’s-specific fit

• Reinforced toe cap for added protection

• Full-length nylon plate for on pedaling performance

• Aggressive outsole pattern for superior traction and  

 durability

Size:  36-43

Size:  39-49

Size:  36-43

Black - 021

White / Fog - 6UI

Smoke Grey/ Pale Pine 

- HH9

Smoke Grey/ 

Phantom - 9XCBlack - 021

15182004

QUEST ROAD
• Bonded Seamless Upper delivers all-day riding  

 comfort, breathability and durability

• Anatomic three-strap design comfortably secures foot  

 and is easy to adjust

• 1:1® Composite Power Plate with carbon fiber forefoot  

 insert provides lightweight stiffness and durability  

 (stiffness rating 8)

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• EVA foam and rubber heel bumper gives stability  

 and walking comfort

• 3-bolt road cleat & SPD compatible

Size:  39-51
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15192305

EXPEDITION
• BOA® Fit System with L6E Reel and forefoot strap  

 for zonal fit adjustments

• Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure and hotspots

• 2-bolt SPD cleat compatible

• 1:1® Next Step Nylon composite sole does what no  

 other can: deliver uncompromising pedaling  

 performance and confident offthe-bike hike-ability

• Reinforced toe bumper for added durability and  

 protection

• TPU lugs deliver off the bike confidence

• 2-bolt SPD cleat compatible

Size:  39-49

Phantom - 6LR

Urban Sage - HD4

15192304

EXPEDITION PRO
• BOA® Fit System with dual L6C dials feature  

 independent adjustment and pop-up for release

• Soft TX lace guides eliminate pressure and hotspots

• 1:1® EX PRO Carbon sole with TPU toe, heel bumpers, 

 and stomp plate

• Wide-spaced tread provides grip and sheds mud

• 2-bolt SPD cleat compatible

• Synthetic leather upper is perforated and breathable

• Dual-density 1:1 footbed is ergonomically designed to  

 provide optimal support, pedaling efficiency and  

 comfort

• 319 grams size 42

Size:  39-49
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Black - 021
Dark Ink - 9PX

Phantom/ Black - 6PL
Black - 021

15192104

X-ALP FLOW
Traditional lace closure for a precise fit and all-day comfort

• PinLoc Outsole™ with performance rubber provides  

 outstanding grip to keep you in control

• Lace lock keeps laces safely away from your drivetrain

• One-piece midsole and outsole for excellent shock  

 absorption on hard landings

• Designed specifically for flat pedals, not clipless  

 compatible

15292102

W X-ALP FLOW
The Flow meets the needs of riders who want a shoe with 

the grip to perform well on the bike without compromising 

durability

• Traditional lace closure for a precise fit and all-day comfort

• PinLoc Outsole™ with performance rubber provides  

 outstanding grip to keep you in control

• Lace lock keeps laces safely away from your drivetrain

• One-piece midsole and outsole for excellent shock  

 absorption on hard landings

• Designed specifically for flat pedals, not clipless  

 compatible

15192101

X-ALP LAUNCH
Mountain bikers who ride flat pedals deserve shoes with 

as much advanced technology as those who ride clipless, 

which is why we developed this flat pedal shoe with a 

BOA® Fit System to provide unrivaled fit and comfort.

• BOA® Fit System with L6C dial lets riders fine-tune fit  

 while they ride

• PinLoc Outsole™ with premium Goodyear® rubber  

 provides outstanding grip to keep you in control

• Seamless, perforated upper is breathable and  

 quick-drying, made with durable recycled Cordura®

• Nylon shank provides stiffness for pedaling comfort and  

 efficiency

• Reinforced toe box for added protection

• EVA foam midsole cushions impacts

• Designed specifically for flat pedals, not clipless  

 compatible

15392202

X-ALP MESA
• BOA® L6 dial with a toe strap ensures a comfortable fit

• Perforated synthetic upper with mesh panels improves  

 ventilation

• TPU-reinforced toe box provides impact protection

• Grippy rubber outsole offers excellent off the bike  

 traction

• 2-bolt SPD cleat compatible

Size:  39-49 Size:  36-43

Size:  39-49 Size:  36-49
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14142305

QUEST GEL GLOVE
Reach for this glove when gearing up for your next

big ride. The durable synthetic leather palm

features gel padding to eliminate numbness and

hand fatigue, for all day comfort. Lightweight

stretch-mesh fabric improves breathability on the

back of the hand, and the soft terrycloth panel on

the thumb makes it easy to wipe away sweat when

the mercury climbs and the tempo increases.

• Gel padding reduces hand pain

• Hook and loop closure for the perfect fit

• Terrycloth nose wipe

• BioViz® reflective elements for low light visibility

Size:  S-XXL

Black - 021

Screaming Green - 4TN

Black - 021

Screaming Yellow - 428

Fuego - HI8 Gulf Teal - HJ2

Urban Sage - HD4

Arctic - 5SI

Black - 021

Gravel - 9EE

14142304

EXPEDITION GEL GLOVE
Whether you’re pounding pavement, grinding gravel,

or slicing through singletrack, the Expedition Glove

will improve your ride. The key element of this

endurance-focused glove is the 1:1® Control Gel

Palm, which uses a central pad to support the

natural curve of your hand, preventing nerve

compression that causes numbness. Unlike

traditional padded gloves that can feel bulky, this

design maintains contact points under the knuckles

and at the base of the palm that are crucial to

handlebar feel. You will notice added control out of

the parking lot, and less fatigue deep into the ride.

The synthetic leather palm material has the

durability and feel of genuine leather while being

washable, and the Lycra panel on the back provides

excellent breathability to keep you comfortable

throughout the adventure.

14142303

EXPEDITION GEL FF 
GLOVE
Whether you’re pounding pavement, grinding gravel,

or slicing through singletrack, the Full-Finger

Expedition Glove will improve your ride. The key

element of this endurance-focused glove is the 1:1®

Control Gel Palm, which uses a central pad to

support the natural curve of your hand, preventing

nerve compression that causes numbness. Unlike

traditional padded gloves that can feel bulky, this

design maintains contact points under the knuckles

and at the base of the palm that are crucial to

handlebar feel. You will notice added control out of

the parking lot, and less fatigue deep into the ride.

The synthetic leather palm material has the

durability and feel of genuine leather while being

washable, and the Lycra panel on the back provides

excellent breathability to keep you comfortable

throughout the adventure.

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  XS-XL
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14142004

PRO GEL GLOVE
Premium Ax Suede Laredo palm offers natural leather 

look and feel with easy care and durability of synthetic 

leather

• New 3D shaped gel pads reduce unnecessary bulk  

 and improve grip comfort

• Slip-on fit

• Reflective elements for low light visibility

14142301

PRO AIR GLOVE
The PRO Air Glove gives you an extra layer of

protection without compromising your connection to

the bike. The Ax® Suede Laredo palm feels like a

second skin and provides confident grip, with the

washability and durability of synthetic leather.

Perforations on the palm enhance breathability and

the airy construction continues on the back of the

hand, with a fast-drying mesh Transfer fabric. A

microfiber panel on the thumb is ready to wipe away

sweat when the mercury climbs and the tempo

increases. If you like the no-glove feel and are

searching for locked-in confidence, this is the glove

for you.

• Minimalist glove with excellent tactile feedback

• Microfiber nose wipe

14142208

SUMMIT WRX  
NEOSHELL GLOVE
No wet weather riding kit is complete without gloves

that shrug off rain and sleet, because cold hands can

ruin an otherwise great ride. Our Summit NeoShell

WRX Glove features waterproof Polartec® NeoShell® 

on the back of the hands. It’s incredibly breathable and 

will keep your hands comfortably warm. And to make 

sure you stay in control, the water-resistant Ax Suede™ 

Slim Fleece palms provide a great bar feel. If your ride 

takes longer than expected you won’t have to pull these 

gloves off to beg for more trail time, thanks to  

the touchscreen compatible index finger.

• Your go-to glove for wet weather riding

• Constructed with waterproof Polartec®

• NeoShell® fabric on the back of the hands

• Water-resistant Ax Suede™ Slim Fleece palms 

 with a cozy brushed fleece lining

• Oversized hook and loop cuff blocks out the cold

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Black - 021

Black - 021
Black - 021

Black/ Tan - 6KL

14142008

THRM GLOVE
When sensitivity and dexterity can’t be sacrificed

even in cool conditions, this glove is ideal. The

super-soft microfiber palm is as durable as it is

supple, while maintaining excellent grip on

everything from a handlebar to a snow shovel.

Both the index finger and thumb are touch-screen

compatible. The back of the hand features a

brushed thermal fabric for warmth with

absolutely minimal bulk.

• Soft wool-like synthetic leather palm

• Brushed Thermal back of hand fabric

• Touch screen compatible index finger and thumb

Size:  XS-XXL
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Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021

14142009

CYCLONE GEL GLOVE
This is our most popular cool weather glove. If you

like the 3D shaped gel padding in our Elite Glove, this

is our warmer version. An Ax Suede Uno synthetic

leather palm allows four-way stretch for unparalleled

fit, breathability and bar feel. The back-of-hand

softshell uses a lightweight, three-layer construction

to provide both wind and water protection, and the

gauntlet is long enough to ensure overlap with a

jacket to prevent a bare wrist.

• Three-layer softshell back of hand fabric protects 

 from wind and water

• Ax Suede Uno synthetic leather palm with 4-way 

 stretch offers improved fit, breathability, and bar feel

• Hook and loop closure for perfect fit

14142010

AMFIB GEL GLOVE
This highly insulated glove is optimized for handlebar

comfort and confident bicycle control, with enough

sensitivity to hit every shift. We use 100g Primaloft

Gold insulation w/Crosscore technology, which

incorporates Aerogel particles for incredible warmth

with minimal bulk. The main body fabric provides

wind protection with easy articulation and an Ax

Suede Laredo synthetic leather palm makes the

glove as grippy as it is durable. The AmFIB-specific

3D shaped gel pad provides bar comfort without

causing unnecessary bulk. Despite its generous

insulation, it is still touch-screen compatible.

• New AmFIB-specific 3D shaped gel palm pad reduces  

 bulk and improves grip comfort

• Touch screen compatible index finger and thumbs

14342004

THRM LITE GLOVE
Our lightest insulated glove, perfect for when

coverage needs are minimal. Thanks to screen

printing on the palm, it has enough grip to keep

you in control, and even offers touch-screen

compatibility. Seaming is minimal to reduce bulk

and keep the glove lightweight, making it a great

glove to use as a liner in a heavier glove for an

especially cold day. The logos are reflective for

improved visibility in low-light conditions.

• Lightweight Thermal fabric for entire glove

• Screen print in palm for additional grip

• Touch screen compatible index finger and thumb

• BioViz® reflective elements for low light visibility

14342006

AMFIB LOBSTER GEL 
GLOVE
The iconic PEARL iZUMi Lobster Glove is the go-to

glove when warmth is your biggest priority. This

innovative lobster split finger glove is designed to

provide the warmth of a mitten with enough

dexterity to confidently operate shifters and brake

levers. This glove uses 170g Primaloft Gold

insulation w/Crosscore technology for incredible

warmth with minimal bulk. The main body fabric

provides wind protection with easy articulation

and an Ax Suede Laredo synthetic leather palm

makes the glove as grippy as it is durable. A 3D

shaped gel pad provides bar comfort without

causing unnecessary bulk, and despite plentiful

insulation, is still touch-screen compatible.

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL
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14242305

W PRO AIR GLOVE
The PRO Air Glove gives you an extra layer of protection 

without compromising your connection to the bike. 

The Ax® Suede Laredo palm feels like a second skin 

and provides confident grip, with the washability and 

durability of synthetic leather. Perforations on the palm 

enhance breathability and the airy construction con-

tinues on the back of the hand, with a fast-drying mesh 

Transfer fabric. A microfiber panel on the thumb is ready 

to wipe away sweat when the mercury climbs and the 

tempo increases. If you like the no-glove feel and are

searching for locked-in confidence, this is the glove

for you.

• Minimalist glove with excellent tactile feedback

• Ax® Laredo synthetic leather palm made from 

 recycled material

• Perforated palm and mesh back panel enhance  

 ventilation

14242002

W ELITE GEL GLOVE
This women’s glove uses 3D-shaped gel padding and

synthetic leather palms for exceptional fit and

durability.

• Ax Suede Uno synthetic leather with 4-way stretch 

 offers improved fit, breathability, and bar feel

• New 3D shaped gel pads reduce unnecessary bulk 

 and improve grip comfort

• Hook and loop closure for perfect fit

• Reflective elements for low light visibility

14242202

W SUMMIT GLOVE
This lightweight Women’s mountain bike glove is

loaded with finger-friendly features. A seamless

one-piece synthetic leather palm provides

excellent tactile feedback, giving you more grip

without sacrificing bar feel. Silicone grippers on

the thumb, index and middle fingers provide

confident shift and brake control in all conditions,

and touchscreen compatibility streamlines device

management.

• Touchscreen compatible

• One piece synthetic leather palm

• Hook and loop closure on the cuff

• Sweat wipe on the thumb

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL

Black/ Tan - 6KL Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021

Nightshade - HC6

Screaming Red - 9EG

14242301

W EXPEDITION GEL  
FF GLOVE
Whether you’re pounding pavement, grinding

gravel, or slicing through singletrack, the Women’s 

Full-Finger Expedition Glove will improve your ride. The 

key element of this endurance-focused glove is the 1:1® 

Control Gel Palm, which uses a central pad to support the

natural curve of your hand, preventing nerve compression 

that causes numbness. Unlike traditional padded gloves 

that can feel bulky, this design maintains contact points – 

under the knuckles and at the base of the palm – that are

crucial to handlebar feel. You will notice added control out 

of the parking lot, and less fatigue deep into the ride. The 

synthetic leather palm material has the durability and feel 

of genuine leather while being washable, and the Lycra 

panel on the back provides excellent breathability to

keep you comfortable throughout the adventure.

Size:  S-XL
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Black - 021

Oatmeal - H2G

14242008

W CYCLONE GEL GLOVE
This is our most popular cool weather glove. If you like 

the 3D shaped padding in our Elite Glove, this is our 

warmer version. We use our Ax Suede Uno synthetic 

leather to give it four-way stretch for unparalleled fit, 

breathability and bar feel. The backof-hand softshell 

uses a lightweight, three-layer construction to provide 

both wind and water protection. The gauntlet is long 

enough to ensure overlap with a jacket to prevent a bare 

wrist. A hookand- loop closure provides an adjustable 

fit and reflective elements increase visibility in low-

light conditions. Style touches and fit make this piece 

uniquely for women.

• Three-layer softshell back of hand fabric protects 

 from wind and water

14242304

W EXPEDITION GEL 
GLOVE
Whether you’re pounding pavement, grinding  

gravel, or slicing through singletrack, the Women’s 

Expedition Glove will improve your ride. The key element 

of this endurance-focused glove is the 1:1® Control Gel 

Palm, which uses a central pad to support the natural 

curve of your hand, preventing nerve compression that 

causes numbness. Unlike traditional padded gloves that 

can feel bulky, this design maintains contact points – 

under the knuckles and at the base of the palm – that 

are crucial to handlebar feel. You will notice added 

control out of the parking lot, and less fatigue deep into 

the ride. The synthetic leather palm material has the 

durability and feel of genuine leather while being wash-

able, and the Lycra panel on the back provides excellent 

breathability to keep you comfortable throughout

the adventure.

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL
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14252301

TRANSFER 1 INCH 
SOCK
This lightweight sock is sure to be a favorite. It’s

constructed with a moisture-wicking Transfer fabric

made from recycled materials. A 360-degree tension

band around the arch provides a secure, smooth fit

that is ideal for close fitting cycling shoes. They

feature a low profile 1” cuff with venting on the top of

the foot for enhanced breathability.

• Low profile 1” cuff

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit

• Moisture-wicking, fast-drying Transfer blend

• Made from recycled materials

Size:  S-XL

Black - 021

White - 508

Black - 021

Black - 021

White - 508

White - 508

Gulf Teal Stripe - HO9

Gulf Teal Stripe - HO9

14352302

TRANSFER 4 INCH 
SOCK
This lightweight sock is sure to be a favorite. It’s

constructed with a moisture-wicking Transfer

fabric made from recycled materials. A 360-

degree tension band around the arch provides a

secure, smooth fit that is ideal for close fitting

cycling shoes. They feature a low profile 4” cuff

with venting on the top of the foot for enhanced

breathability.

• Ankle-height 4” cuff

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit

• Moisture-wicking, fast-drying Transfer blend

• Made from recycled materials

14352304

TRANSFER 7 INCH 
SOCK
This lightweight 7-inch sock is sure to be a favorite. It’s 

constructed with a moisture-wicking Transfer fabric 

made from recycled materials. A 360-degree tension 

band around the arch provides a secure, smooth fit 

that is ideal for close fitting cycling shoes. This sock 

reaches just below the calf.

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit 

• Moisture-wicking, fast-drying Transfer blend 

• Made from recycled materials

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL

Black - 021

14242009

W AMFIB GEL GLOVE
This highly insulated glove is optimized for

handlebar comfort and confident bicycle control,

with enough sensitivity to hit every shift. We use

100g Primaloft Gold insulation w/Crosscore

technology, which incorporates Aerogel particles

for incredible warmth with minimal bulk. The

main body fabric provides wind protection with

easy articulation and an Ax Suede Laredo

synthetic leather palm makes the glove as grippy

as it is durable. The AmFIB-specific 3D shaped gel

pad provides bar comfort without causing

unnecessary bulk. Despite its generous

insulation, it is still touch-screen compatible.

Style touches and fit make this piece uniquely for

women.

Size:  S-XL
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Black - 021 White - 508

Arctic/ Lime Zinger - IJ2

Black - 021

Gravel/ Camp 

Green Stripe - HZ9

Phantom Core - 6PW

14352305

MERINO AIR 7 INCH 
SOCK
If you love the feel of Merino wool socks and want

to wear them all year, look no further than the

low-bulk, high-performance Merino Air. A 360-

degree tension band around the arch provides a

secure, smooth fit that is ideal for close fitting

cycling shoes. The premium Merino wool blend

wicks moisture with ease and is naturally

antimicrobial, so your feet stay dry, comfortable

and funk-free.

• Ultra-lightweight Merino wool blend

• Wicks moisture

• Naturally antimicrobial and odor-resistant

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit

• 7” cuff

14352301

TRANSFER AIR 7 INCH  
SOCK
This high-performance sock is constructed with an

ultra-lightweight Transfer fabric made with an olefin

blend that works quickly to move moisture away from

your skin to speed evaporation. A 360-degree tension

band around the arch provides a secure, smooth fit

that is ideal for close fitting cycling shoes. It features

a standard 7” cuff with venting on the top of the foot

for enhanced breathability and a reinforced heel and

toe for durability.

• 7” cuff

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit

• Moisture-wicking ultra-lightweight olefin blend

• Nylon reinforced heel and toe

14352306

MERINO TRAIL 7 INCH 
SOCK
If you love the feel of Merino wool socks and want

to wear it year around, look no further than the

low-bulk, high-performance Merino Air. A 360-

degree tension band around the arch provides a

secure, smooth fit that is ideal for close fitting

cycling shoes. The premium Merino wool blend

wicks moisture with ease and is naturally

antimicrobial, so your feet stay dry, comfortable

and funk-free.

• Premium Merino wool blend

• Naturally antimicrobial

• Padding through the heel and forefoot for 

 damping and comfort

• 360-degree arch tension band for a secure fit

• 7” cuff

14351901

MERINO THERMAL SOCK
Our warmest sock combines responsibly sourced

Merino wool and polyester from recycled water

bottles for luxurious comfort on or off the bike.

•  Transfer Merino fabric combines wool and 

 recycled polyester for sustainable technical 

 performance

• 18.5-micron fine Merino Wool

• Repreve® Recycled Polyester created from 

 recycled plastic water bottles

• Double weight knit for extra warmth

• Flat toe seam construction provides superior 

 comfort over toes

• Anatomic arch compression for a performance fit

• Tall Cuff height (21 cm)

• Unisex sizing

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL

Size:  S-XL
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White - 508

Black - 021

Black - 021

14362207

AMFIB LITE HEADBAND
All it takes is one experience with cold ears on a

fall day to understand the value of a headband in

your riding wardrobe. This cold-weather essential

uses Polartec® Wind Pro® fabric on the leading

edge to block the wind and highly breathable

thermal fabric on the back to keep you from

overheating. It fits comfortably under a helmet

and a port in the rear allows ponytails to pass

through.

• Polartec® Wind Pro® fabric on the front 

 provides protection where you need it most

• Thermal fabric on the top and back ensures the 

 right amount of breathability

• Made with recycled materials

• Fits easily under a helmet

• Protects ears from cold

• Rear port for ponytails

14361807

TRANSFER LITE SKULL 
CAP
The Transfer Lite Skull Cap is made from

lightweight UPF 50+ Transfer fabric for optimal

breathability and sweat absorption. Minimal

silicone grippers give it that barely there feeling

that is critical for a comfortable under-your-helmet

fit.

• P.R.O. Transfer fabric provides optimal 

 moisture transfer, dry time and odor absorption

• Provides UPF 50+ sun protection

• Lightweight elastic band for secure fit

• Anatomic paneling for a performance fit

14361804

TRANSFER CYCLING 
CAP
Cycling caps are the best choice for versatile all

weather protection from sun, wind and rain; all with a

dash of style. The Transfer Cycling Cap’s technical

design delivers the added benefit of moisture

management to keep your head comfortably dry.

• P.R.O. Transfer fabric provides optimal moisture 

 transfer, dry time and odor absorption

• Cycling-specific bill provides sun protection 

 without hindering visibility when riding hard

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

14362205

AMFIB LITE SKULL CAP
Ride through winter in more comfort with the AmFIB® Lite 

Skull Cap. This cold-weather essential uses Polartec® 

Wind Pro® fabric on the leading edge to block the wind 

and highly breathable thermal fabric on the top and back 

to keep you from overheating. It’s designed to fit easily un-

der your helmet and comes down enough on the sides for

crucial ear protection. It fits comfortably under a helmet 

and a port in the rear allows ponytails to pass through.

• Polartec® Wind Pro® fabric on the front provides 

 protection where you need it most

• Thermal fabric on the top and back ensures the 

 right amount of breathability

• Made with recycled materials

• Fits easily under a helmet

• Protects ears from cold

• Rear port for ponytails

Size:  One

Size:  One

Size:  One

Size:  One
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14362209

THRM NECK GAITER
Winter weather can be highly variable. Reach for our

Thermal Neck Gaiter when you’re not sure exactly

what Old Man Winter has in store. This versatile piece

can be worn around the neck, face, or head,

depending on your insulation needs. The thermal

fabric insulates and is highly breathable, plus it’s

made with recycled materials.

• Highly versatile winter staple

• Constructed from breathable thermal fabric

• Made with recycled materials

14371833

SUN SLEEVES
More fun in the sun. With increased UPF coverage

and better durability, these updated Sun Sleeves

give you UPF 50 sun protection, even when

stretched by 30%, delivering long-lasting sun

protection so you can pedal at the brightest times

of day.

• In–R–Cool® technology to provide optimal 

 skin-cooling effect and moisture management 

 when you perspire

• ELITE Transfer fabric with UPF 50+ sun protection  

 and Ice-fil®

• Easy slip-on fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

14371835

SUN LEGS
Super comfortable, ultimate sun coverage. Wide

grippers decrease slippage and eliminate gaps to

make sure your entire leg is protected with UPF 50,

even when the fabric is stretched up to 30%.

• In–R–Cool® technology to provide optimal  

 skincooling effect and moisture management when  

 you perspire

• ELITE Transfer fabric with UPF 50+ sun protection 

 and Ice-fil®

• Easy slip-on fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  One

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL

Black / Phantom - 6PP

White - 508

Black - 021

Black - 021
Black - 021

White - 508

White - 508

14371834

SUN KNEES
Our Sun Knees are proven to deliver UPF 50

protection even when the fabric is stretched by 30%,

the lightweight material used for these slip-on knee

covers will keep you covered and cool so you can lay

down the hammer at the height of summer.

• In–R–Cool® technology to provide optimal skincooling 

 effect and moisture management when you perspire

• ELITE Transfer fabric with UPF 50+ sun protection 

 and Ice-fil®

• Easy slip-on fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

Size:  XS-XL
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14372002

ELITE THRM ARM  
WARMER
Arm warmers are likely the most essential cool weather cy-

cling accessory, and for much of year you won’t leave home 

without them either on or in your pockets. Our latest warmers 

feature a new, softer Thermal fleece fabric with improved

stretch, which makes both fit and comfort exceptional. But 

our PI Dry® technology is what really sets these warmers 

apart, offering permanent water-shedding performance for 

more warmth in damp conditions. A BioViz logo near the 

elbow adds reflectivity in low-light conditions.

• Thermal fleece fabric with water-shedding PI Dry™  

 technology for all-weather performance

• Anatomic left and right specific fit

• Plush wide elastic binding with silicone gripper

• for a stay-up fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light 

 visibility

14372003

ELITE THRM KNEE 
WARMER
Transform any pair of cycling shorts into a knicker with 

these super versatile knee warmers. A general rule is 

to keep knees covered up to 60 degrees, which means 

these warmers could see action all year long. Our latest 

warmers feature a new, softer Thermal fleece fabric with 

improved stretch, which makes both fit and comfort ex-

ceptional. But our PI Dry® technology is what really sets 

these warmers apart, offering permanent water-shed-

ding performance for more warmth in wet conditions. A 

BioViz® logo on the back of the calf adds reflectivity in 

low-light conditions.

• TThermal fleece fabric with water-shedding PI Dry™  

 technology for all-weather performance

• Anatomic construction eliminates bunching through  

 your full range of motion

• Anatomic left and right specific fita stay-up fit

14372004

ELITE THRM LEG 
WARMER
An essential accessory for any level of rider, these leg 

warmers transform your shorts into much warmer full-

length tights. Our latest warmers feature a new, softer 

Thermal fleece fabric with improved stretch, which makes 

both fit and comfort exceptional. But our PI Dry® technol-

ogy is what really sets these warmers apart, offering per-

manent water-shedding performance for puddle-charg-

ing splash resistance and more warmth in wet conditions. 

A BioViz® logo on the back of the calf adds reflectivity in 

low-light conditions.

• Thermal fleece fabric with water-shedding PI Dry™  

 technology for all-weather performance

• Anatomic construction eliminates bunching through  

 your full range of motion

• Plush wide elastic binding with silicone gripper for

• a stay-up fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

14381902

AMFIB TOE COVER
Our best-selling shoe cover, this piece slips easily

over road shoes to add warmth and wind

protection for cool weather riding. 

• AmFIB® Softshell provides superior wind and  

 water protection

• Simple pull-on design

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• For road shoes with external cleats

• AmFIB® Softshell provides superior wind and 

 water protection

• Simple pull-on design

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• For road shoes with external cleats

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  XS-XXL

Size:  S/M-L/XL
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14382001

AMFIB SHOE COVER
Reach for this shoe cover on those cold days when

you’re not taking no for an answer. This is our very

warmest shoe cover, thanks to three-layer AmFIB

softshell fabric and a quilted lining with 100g

Primaloft Gold with Crosscore technology. Plus, a

durable water repellent (DWR) finish keeps your feet

dry through most conditions. Our anatomic design

eliminates the bunching that can happen near the top

of the pedal stroke, and the patented two-stage 

hookand-loop closure makes them easy to put on and 

take off, solving one of the most frustrating parts of 

using shoe covers.

• AmFIB® Softshell provides superior wind and 

 water protection

• Anatomic paneling for a performance fit

14382201

AMFIB LITE SHOE  
COVER
Whether you’re preparing to hit the road or trail, the

AmFIB® Lite shoe cover is the right choice to keep

your feet warm and dry. The three-layer softshell

fabric blocks the wind and sheds moisture while

remaining highly breathable. A high cuff designed to

overlap with tights ensures a comfortable seal, and

BioViz® reflective elements on the toe, side, and heel

increase low-light visibility.

• Compatible with road and mountain bike shoes

• Three-layer softshell fabric is windproof and 

 water-resistant

• Zippered closure for installation and removal

• BioViz® reflective elements increase low-light visibility

14382202

WRX SHOE COVER
This shoe cover is as committed as you are to riding 

through the wettest weather, thanks to three-layer  

waterproof/breathable fabric that blocks wind and 

stops rain in its tracks. The WRX Shoe cover works with 

both road and mountain bike shoes and can be used 

with standard footwear as well. (We suggest sizing up 

for flat pedal and street shoes). A two-stage hook and 

loop closure makes it easy to pull these on and keeps 

the elements at bay. BioViz® reflective elements on the 

toe, side, and heel increase lowlight visibility.

• Made with recycled materials

• Compatible with road, mountain, and standard  

 shoes

• We suggest sizing up for mountain bike or  

 street shoes

14272001

W ELITE THRM ARM 
WARMER
Arm warmers are likely the most essential cool weather 

cycling accessory, and for much of year you won’t leave 

home without them either on or in your pockets. Our  

latest warmers feature a new, softer Thermal fleece 

fabric with improved stretch, which makes both fit and 

comfort exceptional. But our PI Dry® technology is what 

really sets these warmers apart, offering permanent 

water-shedding performance for more warmth in damp 

conditions. A BioViz logo near the elbow adds reflectivity 

in lowlight conditions. This is a women’s-specific fit.

• Thermal fleece fabric with water-shedding PI Dry™  

 technology for all-weather performance

• Anatomic left and right specific fit

• Plush wide elastic binding with silicone gripper for 

 a stay-up fit

• BioViz® reflective elements for low-light visibility

• Women’s sizing

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  S-L

Screaming Yellow - 428

Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021

Black - 021
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143A2204

SUMMIT KNEE GUARD
The challenge to making a great pair of knee guards is to 

build them in such a way that they are comfortable to pedal 

in. After all, they can’t protect you if they’re around your ankles. 

The Summit knee guards provide CE-certified protection 

that you can comfortably ride in all day, thanks to an innova-

tive low-profile D3O® pad. We used lightweight 4-way stretch 

abrasion-resistant fabric on the impact zones with breatha-

ble mesh back panels for comfort. These guards are the

perfect choice for trail riders who want a bit more protection, 

but don’t want to slow down.

• CE level 1 certified D30® dual-density protection

• Abrasion resistant fabric on impact zones

143A2203

SUMMIT ELBOW GUARD
A great pair of elbow guards needs to be comfortable in 

dynamic movement. The Summit Elbow Guards provide 

CE-certified protection that you can comfortably ride in all 

day, thanks to an innovative low-profile D3O® pad. We used

lightweight 4-way stretch abrasion-resistant fabric on the 

impact zones with breathable mesh back panels for com-

fort. These guards are the perfect choice for trail riders who 

want a bit more protection, but don’t want to slow down. 

• CE level 1 certified D30® dual-density protection

• Abrasion resistant fabric on impact zones

• Breathable mesh back panels

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL
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143A2202

ELEVATE KNEE GUARD
Real protection that stays in place with effective

ventilation; these pads tick all the boxes. Our original

Elevate Knee Guards raised the bar for comfort and

protection. We’ve updated our most robust knee

guards with TPU skid plates to make them even more

durable and added a tension band over the calf to

hold them securely in place. Laser perforations

through the skid plate and ventilated D30® armor

keep these guards cool enough to ride in all day, so

you won’t have to stop to pad up.

• Our most robust knee guard

• D3O® viscoelastic LP1 pads offer CE level 1 

 protection in a lightweight, breathable guard

• Laser perforated TPU skid plate provides 

 additional protection

143A2201

ELEVATE ELBOW GUARD
Real comfortable, real protection; that’s the Elevate

Elbow Guard. Our original Elevate Elbow Guards

raised the bar for comfort and protection. We’ve

updated our most robust elbow guards with TPU skid

plates to make them even more durable. Laser

perforations through the skid plate and ventilated

D30® armor keep these guards cool while the

extended sleeve design keeps them comfortably in

place.

• Our most robust elbow guard

• D3O® viscoelastic LP1 pads offer CE level 1 

 protection in a lightweight, breathable guard

• Laser perforated TPU skid plate provides 

 additional protection

• Mesh fabric on inside of arm provides breathability

144A2101

SUMMIT YOUTH ELBOW 
PAD
Taking a few spills is part of learning how to be a better 

bike rider. Our youth body armor is designed to stay in 

place comfortably the whole ride, so it’s there when 

you need it. They are constructed using the same 

impact-absorbing D30 material we use in our adult line 

of knee and elbow pads. We downsized our body armor 

for juniors and made it in three sizes to stay comforta-

bly in place, because the best pads are the ones that 

actually get worn. A layer of tough Cordura® nylon helps 

these pads stand up to rough and tumble riding.

• Designed for juniors ages 9-14

• Lightweight pads for trail riding

• D3O® viscoelastic sheet material backed with 

 EVA foam provides protection with minimal bulk

• Cordura® 4-way stretch woven fabric provides 

 durability in high impact areas

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  XS-XL

Size:  S-L

Black - 021 Black - 021

Black - 021 Black - 021

144A2102

SUMMIT YOUTH KNEE 
PAD
Taking a few spills is part of learning how to be a better 

bike rider. Our youth body armor is designed to stay in 

place comfortably the whole ride, so it’s there when you 

need it. They are constructed using the same impact-ab-

sorbing D30 material we use in our adult line of knee and 

elbow pads. We downsized our body armor for juniors 

and made it in three sizes to stay comfortably in place, 

because the best pads are the ones that actually get worn. 

A layer of tough Cordura® nylon helps these pads stand up 

to rough and tumble riding.

• Designed for juniors ages 9-14

• Lightweight pads for trail riding

• D3O® viscoelastic sheet material backed with EVA 

 foam provides protection with minimal bulk

• Cordura® 4-way stretch woven fabric provides 

 durability in high impact areas

Size:  S-L
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11122106

TRANSFER MESH SL 
BASE
• Pedal to Zero™: Going by bike 9mi / 15km offsets the  

 climate impact of this garment

• PRO Transfer Mesh fabric is highly breathable and  

 quick drying

• Sweat-activated In-R-Cool® technology improves  

 thermal regulation

• GoFresh™ anti-odor technology, bluesign® approved

• Designed for all day performance from chilly starts  

 to hot finishes

• Form fit

11222106

W TRANSFER MESH 
TANK BASE
• Pedal to Zero™: Going by bike 9mi / 14km offsets the  

 climate impact of this garment

• PRO Transfer Mesh fabric is highly breathable and  

 quick drying

• Sweat-activated In-R-Cool® technology improves  

 thermal regulation

• GoFres anti-odor technology, bluesign® approved

• Designed for all day performance from chilly starts  

 to hot finishes

• Form fit

Size:  S-XXL

Size:  XS-XL

White - 508 White - 508
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Have a question? 
Contact us!

+ 41 (0) 848 864 833

+ 33 (0) 800 91 33 40

+ 49 251 871 6720

+ 32 (0) 14 85 47 85

+ 34 900 831 226

United Sports Brands Europe

Janssen-Pharmaceuticalaan 4 

Post Box 4

2440 Geel

Belgium

Monday - Thursday
8:30 – 17:00

Friday
8:30 – 15:00

sales@unitedspb.eu

PEARL iZUMi reserve the right to amend product design and specification without prior notice. Subject to alteration. Errors and misprints excepted.

Date: December 2022

C YC L I N G  H Y P N O S I S

THE SOUND OF TARMAC & TIRES

YOUR OWN BREAKAWAY

C YC L I N G  H Y P N O S I S

THE SOUND OF TARMAC & TIRES

YOUR OWN BREAKAWAY
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